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Subcellular localization plays an essential role in targeting drug therapies as generally the 

pro-drug or linker relies on physical conditions of a particular subcellular compartment to 

function. We developed two methods that allow for selecting targeting ligands that both 

internalize specifically in cancer cells as well as accumulate in a defined subcellular location. 

The first method utilizes endocytic selection pressure to identify targeting peptides from a 

phage displayed peptide library that internalize specifically in cancer cells via a defined 

mechanism of endocytosis while the second couples together a traditional biopanning 

selection protocol with a secondary immunofluorescent screen to directly identify functional 
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targeting peptides. In addition we also present a method for reducing amplification bias 

during phage display experiments. Finally, we demonstrate the utility of a novel peptide, 

termed H1299.3 selected via the endocytic pressure method, to serve as targeting ligand for a 

novel immunotherapy. H1299.3 targeted liposomes facilitate delivery of antigenic peptide 

specifically in MHC class 1 molecules of cancer cells resulting in activation of secondary 

immune response against the cancer cells. Thus, we present two novel methods for identify 

targeting ligands with selective internalization that accumulate in defined subcellular 

localizations as well as a novel application for a newly identified targeting ligand. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Introduction 

 
 

Subcellular Localization of Targeting Ligands 

Subcellular localization of targeting ligands is emerging as a key feature in the successful 

design of a pro-drug based therapy.33,96,120,130,141,165 For the terms of this study subcellular 

localization refers to the accumulation pattern of a given targeting ligand post-internalization 

into a cell. Generally this is quantified using either co-localization of the targeting ligand 

with a given organelle marker or by indirect measurement of the physical properties 

associated with a given organelle.12,35,56,137,167 For example, co-localization with cytosolic 

marker would indicate accumulation in the cytosol, or conjugation of an oxidative sensor to 

determine exposure to reducing environment of the cytosol both provide an indication of 

subcellular localization of the targeting ligand. 

The subcellular localization of a targeting ligand is an important feature of the 

targeting ligand because it mediates exposure of the conjugate to physical properties and 

organelles. Exposure to unique physical properties underlies the entire theory of targeting 

ligand directed pro-drugs (Figure 1). In this class of pro-drug, the drug is inactivated by 

conjugation of a targeting ligand to the drug via a linker. The linker or drug is then inactive 

during circulation; however, when the linker or drug is exposed to certain physical 

environments the linker is cleaved or the drug becomes active.83,139,156 Thus, if the targeted 

pro-drug does not encounter this environment it remains inactive and the treatment exhibits 
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reduced efficacy. Knowledge of the subcellular accumulation patterns of a targeting ligand 

may mitigate this problem as well as allow for rational design of pro-drug conjugates. 
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Figure'1.'Three'component'Targeted'Drug'Conjugate.!Modified'
from'Genetech.!The!standard!targeted!drug!conjugate!consists!
of! three!components:!1.!Targe7ng!Ligand!which! is!pictured!as!
an!an7body!2.!Linker!to!link!the!cytotoxic!agent!to!the!an7body!
3.!Cytotoxic!Agent!to!destroy!cells!that!internalize!the!targe7ng!
ligand!

Linker'

Targe9ng'Ligand'

Cytotoxic'
Agent'
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Targeted Drug Conjugates 

One class of pro-drugs are targeted drug conjugates. This class of pro-drug generally consists 

of three components: 1. targeting ligand, 2. linker, and 3. drug (Figure 1).18,43,66,89,111,120 

 

1. Targeting Ligand – The targeting ligand has two functions for this class of drug. The first 

function is to restrict the activity of the drug.66,70,89,111,122,139 By restricting the activity, the 

targeting ligand alters the functionality of the drug with the attempt to reduce adverse events 

associated with the drug. For example, conjugation of a targeting ligand to doxorubicin 

negates the cell permeability property of this drug.9,25,31,38,67,89,120,166 Thus the functionality of 

doxorubicin is substantially reduced because it can no longer freely diffuse through cells to 

intercalate DNA and induce cytotoxicity. The second function of the targeting ligand is to 

alter the therapeutic window of the drug.9,38,72,90,133,136 This is accomplished through targeting 

aspect of the ligand. By selectively binding to and/or internalizing into a subset of cells the 

therapeutic window is altered relative to the subset of targeted cells. Again using doxorubicin 

as an example, selective binding and internalization into cancer cells allows for increased 

cytotoxicity in the cancer cells compared to endothelial and clearance organ 

cytotoxicity.8,55,67,73,107  

Targeting ligands can take many forms. Three common examples include antibodies, 

aptamers, and peptides. Antibodies are the most commonly utilized targeting 

ligand.5,8,66,70,89,111,122,129,133 Antibodies demonstrate high specificity and affinity toward a 

cellular receptor and have previously been demonstrated to distinguish between diseased and 

normal tissue.2,8,9,19,25,26,38,69,78,89,112,113,120 Further, multiple means of selection and generation 
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of cell and tissue specific antibodies exist making this class of molecules attractive as 

targeting ligands. In addition, recent widespread acceptance of antibodies by the FDA for 

treatment of a variety of disease states allows for easy transfer of these approved ligands into 

drug conjugate applications.9,75,90,136,159 Finally, chemical studies of linkers have resulted in 

the development of linkers that allow for conjugation of antibodies to a wide range of cargo 

from small molecules to liposomes.8,31,55,73,107,166 In addition second generation traceless 

linkers have been developed for conjugation of antibodies to biological cargo including 

cytokines as well as traditional small molecules. 8,15,30,34,44,78,82,89,159 Currently there are 3 

FDA approved antibody drug conjugates (ADC), Brentuximab vedotin for treatment of 

relapsed Hodgkin Lymphoma and relapsed systemic anaplastic large cell lymphoma (Seattle 

Genetics), Trastuzumab emtansine for treatment of HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer 

(Genentech and Roche), and Gemtuzumab ozogamicin for treatment of acute myelogenous 

leukemia (Pfizer/Wyeth). However, Gemtuzumab ozogamicin was removed from the market 

in 2010 despite being the first approved ADC. Currently there are more than 30 ADC in 

differing stages of clinical trials. 

Antibodies are the most widely utilized targeting moiety for a wide number of 

reasons. Particularly antibodies have gained wide clinical acceptance, they have excellent PK 

and PD properties, and exhibit naturally high affinity for binding partners. However, in 

comparison to aptamers and peptides they cannot be synthesized using synthetic methods, are 

more difficult to modify using chemical and biochemical techniques, and post translational 

modifications that occur during antibody manufacture can effect efficacy and adverse events 

profile associated with antibody treatment. 
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Aptamers are a nucleic acid based targeting ligand in which the secondary structure 

of a nucleic acid sequence provides specific binding to a cellular receptor.8,15,44,82,137,155,156 

Aptamers are commonly identified utilizing the SELEX method that involves iterative 

rounds of binding to a target, washing, elution, and amplification.24,33,39,125,126,130,141,162,165 

Aptamers can bind and discriminate between a large variety of targets including dyes, 

proteins, inorganic compounds, and whole cells similar to peptide or antibody ligands. 

35,71,72,99,121,137,167 Also similar to other targeting ligands aptamers can mediate targeting of a 

large range of cargos including small molecules, liposomes, and other nanoparticles.14,156 An 

interesting application for aptamers involves generating chimeric aptamers containing a 

targeting region and RNAi silencing region.18,43,83 As both regions are derived from nucleic 

acid this approach allows for rapid synthesis and manufacture of drug conjugate. 

Aptamers are made of both DNA or RNA; however, RNA apatmers are difficult to 

synthesize and are more sensitive to degradation than other targeting ligands. Also, in 

comparison to antibodies and peptides, aptamers require a unique binding pocket for 

recognition as the secondary structure of the nucleic acid is utilized for generating specificity 

rather than using the unique chemical properties of amino acid sequence to generate 

specificity. Additionally aptamers often exhibit poorer PK and PD properties compared to 

antibodies as nucleic acid is quickly degraded in serum. Incorporation of un-natural nucleic 

acids is often used to mitigate this issue. 

Finally, peptides are the final type of targeting ligand discussed in this manuscript. 

Previous studies from our group and others demonstrate peptides ranging from 5-20 amino 

acids display the ability to bind specifically to unique cellular populations and proteins. 
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9,24,39,77,96,107,111,112,118,125,126,133,162 In addition, multimerization of targeting peptides results in 

similar affinities to antibodies (pM-nM affinity).67,71,72,99,121 Peptides can be selected against 

whole cells, tissues, or purified proteins using a variety of section and screening methods. 

Thus, peptide targeting ligands display similar benefits to using antibody targeting ligands 

but can be manufactured synthetically in high quantities and yields.14,30,55,60,70,139 In addition, 

chemical synthesis allows for ease of conjugation through selected motifs. Cysteine or 

Lysine can be incorporated into the synthesis to allow for thiol and amine conjugation 

strategies, including conjugation through traceless linkers. In addition amino acids and PEG 

(Polyethylene Glycol) based spacers are readily incorporated during targeting ligand 

synthesis to allow for freedom of the targeting ligand to interact with the receptor without 

steric hindrance of the cargo. Peptides do not have as desirable PK and PD properties as 

antibodies but incorporation of non-natural amino acids or capping of peptides enhances 

serum stability and overall serum half-life. Additionally, conjugation of peptides to larger 

entities allows peptides to evade initial clearance by the renal system further extending half-

life. Synthetic synthesis, ease of modification, and high affinity make peptides a desirable 

choice for use as a targeting ligand. 

 

2. Linkers – The second component of a typical drug conjugate is the linker region. As the 

name implies the linker serves to link the targeting ligand to the 

drug.9,61,77,83,103,118,119,132,158,161 Large amounts of work and effort have gone into identification 

and characterization of linkers suitable for use as drug conjugates. The first generation of 

linkers utilized non-cleavable linkers.5,8,34,111,120,122,129,133 The targeting ligand is covalently 
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bound to the drug to prevent separation of the drug from the targeting ligand. While this 

strategy successfully accomplished the goal of reducing adverse events associated with a 

treatment, this strategy was only effective with a small number of conjugates. This is thought 

to be due to the inability of active drug to be released from the targeting ligand. In a 

qualitative sense the drug is effectively limited to the accumulation pattern of the targeting 

ligand such that the ligand must accumulate at the site of drug action for these conjugates to 

be effective. However, second generation linkers have emerged that attempt to address this 

problem.2,8,19,26,60,64,69,75,78,89,112,113,127 The first method developed to address this problem 

employs a labile linker that is stable in serum but is cleaved upon exposure to selective 

physical properties.75,89,158,159 Two of the best known examples of this class of linkers are 

protease sensitive linkers, such as cathepsin B cleavage linkers, and acid labile linkers, such 

as linkages which degrade upon exposure to low pH31,48,81,107,108,131,160,166Interestingly, both of 

these strategies depend on internalization into a cell as well as trafficking to a lysosome 

where the conjugate is exposed to cathepsin B or low pH environment. Finally, in addition to 

liable linkers, chemical modification of the drug with traceless linkers, which leave the drug 

in its unaltered state following degradation of the linker, have also enhanced the efficacy and 

release properties of second generation linkers.30,34,65,78,89,119,159 Figure 2 outlines several 

major types of cleavable linkers and defines two traceless, self-immolative release strategies, 

Electronic cascade linker and Cyclization linker. 
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3. Drugs – The final component of a drug conjugate is the drug itself. In theory, any class of 

drug may be useful in a drug conjugate. A literature search demonstrates that everything 

from standard of care chemotherapeutics to small plant toxins have been utilized as the drug 

component in a drug conjugate strategy.9,77,96,106,107,111,112,118,133 However, several common 

trends are emerging relative to drugs utilized in drug conjugates. The first trend is to utilize 

drugs that have undesirable adverse events associated with systemic administration. A classic 

example of this is doxorubicin. Given as free drug, doxorubicin is associated with 

cardiotoxicity however upon conjugation with targeting ligands, the adverse events profile at 

the same dose shifts from cardiac death to a rash on the palms and 

feet.1,6,14,22,47,53,67,87,95,100,102,125,126,164 Similarly, drugs that are too toxic for systemic 

administration such as Auristatin E are widely used, as conjugation of the targeting ligand 

prevents systemic toxicity while the low ratio of free drug to cytotoxicity minimizes need for 

100% release of drug to observe clinical benefit.30,55,60,62,70,74,95,116,139 The final class of drugs 

widely utilized in drug conjugates are non-cell permeable toxins that require internalization 

for cytotoxic effect.9,14,61,77,87,103,118,119,132,158,161 For example, the plant toxin Gelonin is non-

cell permeable if the signal sequence is removed, therefore only cells that internalize the 

entire conjugate are killed. The type of drug utilized in the conjugate should be paired with 

the targeting ligand to observe maximal efficacy. For example, utilizing a lysosomal 

trafficking targeting ligand with Gelonin may result in degradation of the toxin before it can 

function. Thus, the drug selection as well as the linker selection could be guided by 

subcellular trafficking patterns of the targeting ligand to rationally design drug conjugates. 
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The three part drug conjugate is a simple tool that can be applied in many applications to 

create a diverse number of therapies. However, while large amounts of effort have gone into 

development of linkers and optimization of drugs for drug conjugate strategies relatively less 

effort has gone into developing targeting ligands. In fact all approved drug conjugates utilize 

only three targeting ligands.22,24,28,34,41,47,89,100,111,120,126-128,154 Thus this proposal focuses on 

development of methods and targeting ligands which preferentially accumulate in a given 

cell subset and traffic to defined subcellular locations to expand the number of targeting 

ligands suitable for drug conjugate strategies.  

 

Role of Receptor-Mediated Endocytosis in Drug Conjugates  

As outlined above most second generation drug conjugates rely on some type of change in 

physical properties to activate the drug. One simple method is to generate a labile linker that 

is sensitive to changes in physical properties that occur during endocytosis of the conjugate. 

This strategy is attractive because of the dramatic change in physical conditions that occur 

during endocytosis such as reduction in pH.39,60,64,75,89,127 In addition by utilizing endocytosis 

as a trigger for activation, the drug is then theoretically only released intracellularly in a 

targeted cell population thereby potentially widening the therapeutic window of the drug by 

preventing systemic circulation of free drug.6,47,89,102,158 This then begs the question of how 

should the conjugate enter the cell in order to achieve maximum therapeutic benefit. Due to 

the size of drug conjugates two methods are widely utilized. The first is a classical receptor-

mediated endocytosis strategy. 14,48,81,108,131,160 In this strategy, a targeting ligand first binds to 

a receptor on the target cell. Binding either triggers internalization of the receptor as well as 
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the drug conjugate bound to it, or the receptor is constitutively recycled and the conjugate is 

internalized when the receptor is internalized back into the cell, independent of whether a 

drug conjugate is bound. Alternatively, cell penetrating ligands may be used to drive 

internalization of the conjugate into cells. Cell penetrating ligands probably also utilize a 

receptor mediated strategy but for purposes of this manuscript we consider them separately 

as these ligands internalize indiscriminately into multiple cellular populations. These ligands 

are widely studied, with the hallmark being the Tat peptide derived from HIV. Tat and other 

highly charged ligands mediate internalization into a cell via a non-specific manner.65,106,119 

While these ligands do allow for exposure of the conjugate to a variety intracellular 

compartment using for example the iPhage system which allows for selection of Tat fused 

targeting peptides that accumulate in a desired organelle, it is doubtful whether these 

targeting ligands widen the therapeutic window of the drug conjugate.106,108 In particular for 

small molecule application where the drug is cell permeable in the non-conjugated state these 

ligands can alter the PK and PD of the drug but have little effect on the therapeutic window 

as these ligands demonstrate minimal preferential internalization into a given cell population. 

Thus, methods that identify targeting ligands that internalize via a receptor mediated fashion 

may offer addition benefit to cell permeable ligands as these ligands can both alter the PK 

and PD as well as widen the therapeutic window of the drug. 

 

Utilizing Phage Display to identify targeting ligands 

Phage display is a powerful technique that is often applied to the identification of targeting 

ligands.1,6,14,22,47,50,53,56,87,92,95,100,102,125,126,147,157,164 In this method a targeting ligand is 
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genetically fused into a coat protein of a bacteriophage. The fusion construct generally 

contains variable regions that are used to create libraries of diverse targeting ligands 

displayed from the coat protein.29,62,64,65,74,95,106,116,131,132,149 A typical phage display 

experiment starts by incubating the phage library with bait. Non-bound phage is removed and 

the phage that bind the bait are recovered and amplified. This process is repeated iteratively 

to enrich for phage displayed targeting ligands that bind to the bait. Finally, as the targeting 

ligand is genetically fused into the phage clone, individual clones are sequenced to generate 

punitive hits.14,41,87,134,135,140 This powerful technique has been applied to a wide variety of 

targeting ligands including peptides, antibodies, and scaffold proteins. 

22,24,28,40,41,47,86,89,100,121,126-128,154 This study will focus on utilizing phage display methods to 

identify targeting peptides.  

In addition to supporting a wide range of targeting ligands, the bait utilized in phage 

display experiments is also highly adaptable.39,120 Phage display can be performed on 

purified receptors, organic/inorganic compounds, whole cells, or tissues.6,47,102,111 Whole cell 

panning or phage display biopanning is particularly powerful as this application is a non-

biased selection in which multiple types of putative targeting ligands hits can be 

generated.14,38,120 For example, both phage that bind to the surface of the cell or phage that 

internalize into the cell can be identified using this technique by simple modification of the 

selection pressures applied during the panning experiment (Figure 3). If the target cells are 

lysed and the intracellular fraction is amplified, the assay will identify phage (and targeting 

ligands) that internalize into cells. The studies presented in this manuscript utilize additional 

selection criteria such as inhibiting endocytosis to further select targeting ligands that display 
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desired properties such as selective accumulation as well as defined subcellular trafficking. 

Thus, phage display is a powerful tool to identify targeting ligands for use in drug conjugate 

applications. 
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derived$phage$library$displaying$unique$pep5des$on$the$pIII$protein$is$incubated$with$
live$cancer$cells.$Chapter$2$describes$methods$to$perturb$the$endocy5c$machinery$of$
the$bait$cells$to$enrich$for$phage$clones$that$internalize$via$a$defined$set$of$pathways.$
Bait$ cells$ are$ then$ subjected$ to$ differen5al$ washing$ to$ isolate$ the$ desired$ phage$
popula5on.$In$experiments$presented$in$chapter$3$we$describe$selec5on$of$phage$that$
accumulate$ in$ a$ desired$ subcellular$ loca5on.$ Recovered$ phage$ are$ then$ incubated$
with$E.$coli$and$amplified.$Chapter$4$describes$a$method$to$reduce$amplifica5on$bias$
during$ this$ step.$ Amplified$ phage$ are$ then$ purified$ and$ used$ for$ the$ next$ round$ of$
panning.$5$rounds$of$panning$are$generally$performed.$Phage$are$sequenced$star5ng$
in$round$3$to$iden5fy$hits.'
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An alternative to this approach is utilizing the iPhage system developed by Pasqualini 

et al. that utilizes a cell penetrating ligand genetically encoded into the pVIII protein of M13 

and a random library displayed on the pIII coat protein.106,111 Thus, the M13 phage readily 

penetrates the cellular membrane then accumulates in a subcellular location based on the 

ligand displayed on the pIII protein. This system was originally designed as an alternative to 

two-hybrid systems to identify intracellular receptors, however it is now being utilized to 

identify targeting ligands that accumulate in a desired subcellular location. This presents a 

particular conundrum when translating these ligands to in vivo applications as the ligand 

demonstrates no-selectivity for cell type accumulation. So while this approach works for in 

vitro identification peptides that accumulate in a desired subcellular accumulation it has been 

difficult to translate these ligands into pharmacological applications in comparison to the 

non-cell penetrating ligands identified using the methods outlined above. 

 

Alternative Methods for Controlling Subcellular Localization 

Targeting ligands offer a powerful tool to identify a single motif that can both preferentially 

internalize into cellular population as well as accumulate in a defined cellular location, but 

targeting ligands represents only one strategy for controlling subcellular localization of drug. 

Data indicate that shape and size of drug delivery vehicle can affect the subcellular 

accumulation.14,39,108 Further signaling and functional peptides can be fused to a targeting 

ligand to alter the subcellular acclamation of the drug. For example, addition of a Nuclear 

Localization Sequence or ER retention sequence (KDEL) may dramatically alter the 

subcellular localization of the targeting sequence. 50,56,92,131,147,157 Finally addition of 
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endosomal bursting peptides or Tat peptides may alter the subcellular localization of the drug 

by allowing access to the cytosol. 29,38,64,65,106,111,131,132,149 Thus, while direct selection of  

targeting ligands that accumulate in a defined subcellular location is preferable from a 

manufacturing and synthesis standpoint, modification to the delivery vehicle is an alternative 

strategy that maybe useful to alter the subcellular trafficking patterns of the drug conjugate. 

 

Subcellular Targeting Outside the Drug Conjugate Context 

Subcellular trafficking is important to both the design and efficacy of drug conjugate 

therapies. However, controlling subcellular localization of cargo may also be useful outside 

the traditional three-component drug conjugate system. For example targeting ligands could 

be utilized in larger scale drug delivery vehicles such as micelles or liposomes.41,49,81,134,135,140 

Data from our lab and others indicate targeting ligands may be able to control the subcellular 

localization of larger nanoparticles.31,40,78,86,121,166 Controlling the subcellular localization of 

these types of vehicles maybe equally important. For example, delivery of siRNA should 

avoid lysosomes while promoting access to cytosol. Attachment of targeting ligands to the 

delivery vehicle may enhance these desired effects. In addition delivery of immunogenic 

peptides to different organelles may alter the presentation of these peptides in HLA class 1 

molecules thereby acting as an adjuvant to enhance the immune response against the antigen. 

Thus, controlling subcellular patterns of accumulation maybe useful outside the typical 

targeted drug conjugate application. Chapter five of this manuscript will describe an 

application where a liposomal based immunotherapy is designed around ability of a targeting 
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ligand to promote presentation of an immunogenic peptide in HLA class I molecules of 

cancer cells. 

 

Aims of this study 

The goals of this study are two-fold. First, generation of methods that identify targeting 

ligands that preferentially internalize into NSCLC cell lines as well as accumulate in a 

defined subcellular location. I will present two methods: first a method utilizing endocytic 

selection pressure during panning to identify targeting ligands which preferentially 

internalize into NSCLC cell lines via defined mechanism of endocytosis and second, 

coupling together a phage display selection protocol with secondary immunofluorescent 

screen to directly identify targeting ligands that preferentially internalize in NSCLC cells and 

accumulate in a defined subcellular location. In addition to describing these methods, I will 

present two proof-of-concept targeting ligands, each identified using one of the methods 

described above, that preferentially internalize into a panel of NSCLC cells lines compared to 

normal bronchial epithelial control and accumulate in lysosomes. Also I will present a 

method that uses knock in of rare tRNAs into E. coli used for phage amplification to reduce 

amplification bias during phage display panning experiments. Finally, I will present a novel 

immunotherapy application of one of these targeting peptides based on subcellular 

accumulation of the targeting ligand allowing for presentation of antigen in HLA class I 

molecules specifically in NSCLC cells and tumors. Thus, this study provides both methods 

for identifying targeting ligands that both preferentially internalize into cancer cells and 
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accumulate in a defined subcellular location as well as applications to demonstrate the utility 

of the targeting ligands selected using these methods. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

Identifying Cancer Specific Targeting Ligands with Defined Mechanism of 
Endocytosis 

 
INTRODUCTION: 

Direct drug conjugates generally consist of three distinct parts: the targeting ligand, 

linker region, and the drug.29,77,120 The idea, simply put, is to conjugate a highly toxic and 

non-specific drug to a cell-specific targeting ligand using a chemical linker region. This 

process has the potential to alter the pharmacodynamics and kinetics of the original drug with 

the goal of enhancing therapeutic efficacy while minimizing adverse event associated with 

the treatment.86,111 In terms of cancer therapies, the goal is to enhance accumulation or 

internalization of the conjugate within the tumor while minimizing toxic, non-specific 

interactions with healthy cells and clearance organs.38,81,120,131 

 One of the major hurtles in developing efficacious direct drug conjugates is releasing 

active drug from the targeting agent. Most drug conjugates are inactive, existing as pro-

drugs. Thus, the conjugate is designed to be stable while traveling in the blood system but 

able to release active drug within the tumor or directly within cancer cells. Typically this is 

performed using physiological properties associated with either the tumor environment or 

endocytic pathways.51,111 Endocytic pathways are particularly advantageous as the drug is 

released intracellularly to directly exert cytotoxic effects and is not free to circulate through 

the blood stream in an active form.14,39,51 

 Many endocytic release strategies focus on internalization via the canonical clathrin-

mediated endocytic pathway that includes internalization into coated pits that mature into 
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endosomes and eventually the ligand accumulates in low pH lysosomes.86,131 This well-

defined pathway has multiple physical properties which can be used for releasing the drug 

including decreasing pH as the ligand progresses from endosomal to lysosomal 

compartments as well as exposure to lysosomal specific proteases, such as cathespins.38,86,111 

However, recent advances from studying endocytosis have highlighted that this pathway is 

one of many endocytic pathways that cells utilize to internalize extracellular ligands 

including raft-mediated, Arf6, Clic/Geec (clathrin-independent carriers/GPI-enriched early 

endosomal compartments), and macropinocytosis to mention a few.14,49,81,86,87 Many of these 

internalization pathways do not share the same trafficking route as the canonical clathrin-

mediated pathway and can result in delivery of the cargo through different physiological 

environments and alternative subcellular locations. As such, release of free drug from the 

conjugate may be suboptimal. For example, certain raft-mediated endocytic mechanisms do 

not proceed through low pH endosomes thus impairing release by pH sensitive 

linkers.24,31,78,87,166 However, this type of trafficking pattern may be useful for delivering pH 

sensitive cargo such as nucleic acids or protein toxins.29,77,87 Thus, knowledge of endocytic 

trafficking patterns has the potential to allow for better pairing of both linkers and cargo with 

a given targeting ligand. 

 Our previous studies have identified multiple peptide targeting ligands that 

demonstrate selective accumulation in cancer cells. In depth studies of the flagship ligand 

H2009.1, which binds to αvβ6,	  reveal that this ligand accumulates in cells in a clathrin and 

caveolae -independent mechanism. The ligand does not traffic through a compartment with a 

pH lower that 6.5 implying this ligand does not accumulate or traffic through	  lysosomes. 
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Further, EM images of the peptide caring gold nanoparticles indicates the targeting ligand 

accumulates in a peri-nuclear space that consists of multi-vesicular bodies. Other peptide 

targeting ligands identified in our laboratory using similar methods to those used to identify 

H2009.1 appear to have similar trafficking patterns.86,87 

This study sought to develop a method that identifies cell-targeting ligands that are 

specifically internalized by cancer cells and utilize a defined endocytic pathway using phage 

display biopanning. Current phage biopanning methods focus on identifying peptides that 

bind to and/or mediate cellular uptake. Little attention has been given to identifying peptides 

that have the added level of specificity for delivery to a subcellular location. Understanding 

the mechanism of endocytosis may allow for better pairing of a targeting ligand with a linker 

that is cleavable based on the anticipated subcellular trafficking which is associated with a 

given mechanism of endocytosis.81,87,131 

 This proof of concept study utilizes phage display biopanning coupled with specific 

inhibitors of endocytosis to identify peptides that both selectively accumulate in cancer cells 

and are biased toward the non-inhibited mechanism of endocytosis.51,87 H1299 non-small cell 

lung cancer (NSCLC) cells were treated with chlorpromazine to inhibit clathrin-mediated 

endocytosis,14,51,72,87 then subjected to side-by-side phage display biopanning on cells in the 

presence and absence of the inhibitor allowing us to identify phage clones that are group 

specific and clones that are enriched in both conditions. Using this method, we identified two 

potential targeting peptides. The first peptide (ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG, named 

15.1) appeared in both the chlorpromazine treated and non-treated group. Our group 

previously identified this peptide from a panning on HCC15 NSCLC cells and demonstrated 
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this peptide accumulates in a perinuclear subcellular location in H1299 cells.40,71,86 This 

study demonstrates that HCC15.1 primarily internalizes via a cholesterol dependent 

mechanism of endocytosis. The second peptide is a novel peptide here termed H1299.3 

(LQWRRDDNVHNFGVWARYRL). H1299.3 was present only in the non-chlorpromazine 

treated group, and appears to internalize primarily through a clathrin-dependent mechanism 

of endocytosis. Further, the peptide demonstrates selective accumulation in cancers cells and 

co-localizes with Lamp-1, a marker for lysosomes, indicating that H1299.3 may utilize the 

canonical clathrin-mediated endocytic pathway to selectively accumulate in cancer cells. 

Thus, we present a proof of concept phage display method that may allow for identification 

of cancer specific peptides that internalize via a known mechanism of endocytosis. This 

method may facilitate rapid discovery of efficacious direct drug conjugates by allowing 

informed selection of linkers and cargo based on endocytic trafficking. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS: 

Cell Culture: Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cell lines were graciously provided by 

the Hamon Center for Therapeutic Research (UT Southwestern) and cultured according to 

previously reported conditions.71,86 All cell lines were DNA fingerprinted and routinely 

tested for Mycoplasma contamination. 

Phage Display Biopanning: Phage display was performed with slight modification from 

established protocols.14,86,87 The library for this study consisted of an M13 phage displaying 

a random 20-mer peptide fused to the pIII protein.24,87,123,151 Phage display was performed 

using established protocols with the exception of adding a 15 minute pre-incubation with 100 
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µM chloroquine prior to addition of library.86,87,123 Chloroquine is used in this scheme to 

neutralize lysosomal pH with the idea that neutralizing the low pH environment of the 

lysosome will enhance recovery of intact phage which traffic to the lysosome. As outlined in 

figure 4, the phage output from round 1 was split and side-by-side biopanning was performed 

in the presence of 125 µM chlorpromazine or without inhibitor. In round 1, 1 x 1010 phage 

articles were added to H1299 cells. The library has an approximate diversity of 1 x 108 

unique phage clones thus this represents 100 library equivalents i.e.100 copies of every 

unique phage present in the library. For rounds 2-5 chlorpromazine was preincubated with 

H1299 cells for 15 minutes prior to addition of phage. The cells from each group were then 

incubated with phage for 1 hour then washed 2-times with PBS++0.1%BSA (10 minutes 

total), washed 3-times with acid wash pH=2.2 (10 minutes total) to remove extra-cellular 

bound phage, and finally washed 2-times with PBS++0.1%BSA (2 minutes total). Cells from 

each group were lysed using 30 mM Tris + 0.05% Triton-X-100, pH=8, according to 

standard protocol.86,87 Lysates were mixed with K91 E. coli to amplify internalized phage 

after each round. A total of 6-12 phage clones were sequenced from the output of each group 

in rounds 3-5 using established colony PCR-based protocol.51,87 Phage selectivity was 

measured by calculating the fold increase in internalization of the selected phage compared 

to a control phage in H1299 cells using previously established methods.3,87,91,115 

Peptide Synthesis: All peptides were synthesized using standard FMOC solid phase 

synthesis techniques and purified to >95% purity using reverse phase HPLC as previously 

reported.14,21,72,87 Peptides were synthesized on NovaPeg Rink amide resin (NovaBiochem) 

and had a 10mer Polyethylene Glycol (PEG10) spacer (Polypure) between the c-terminus of 
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the peptide identified from the phage and the cysteine used to multimerize the peptides 

(HCC15.1 – ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG-(PEG10)-C-NH2, H1299.3 – 

LQWRRDDNVHNFGVWARYRL-(PEG10)-C- NH2). The expected/observed mass for 

HCC15.1 and H1299.3 is 2,991.52/2,991.32 and 3,305.06/3,305.07, respectively. The 

peptides were multimerized using tri and mono -lysine cores functionalized with maleimide, 

as previously described, to create tetrameric and dimeric presented peptides, respectively.40,71 

Biotinylated-glutamate or cysteine (NovaBioChem) was synthesized into the core in order to 

conjugate dyes and cargos to the peptides using streptavidin or cysteine-maleimide 

chemistry, respectively, as previously reported.12,71,86 H1299.3 dimeric peptide was 

conjugated to C5-maleimide AF546 for imaging studies. H1299.3 and C5-maleimide AF546 

were dissolved in phosphate buffer (13 mM KH2PO4, 54 mM NaHPO4, pH 7.4.) then shaken 

for 1 hr. at RT. The precipitate was washed 3 times in phosphate buffer then dried in a 

desiccator O.N. The purity of the dimeric dye labeled peptide was >95% as measured by 

rpHPLC with the expected/observed mass found to be 8,265.68/8,265.12. The peptide was 

suspended in DMSO then culture media for imaging studies.  H1299.3 peptide solutions were 

made fresh from lyophilized, stock stored at -20°C, for each assay due to poor stability in 

neutral pH solutions. 

Flow Cytometry Assays: Established flow cytometry protocols were used to determine the 

specificity of endocytic pathway inhibition, demonstrate peptide internalization, and 

determine primary mechanism of endocytosis.86 To determine specificity of endocytosis, 

human Transferrin-AF488 (Life Technologies) was used to measure clathrin-mediated 

endocytosis according to manufacturer’s protocol and LacCer-BODIPY (Life Technologies) 
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to monitor raft-mediated endocytosis as previously reported.28,123,151 Nysatin (10-50 nM) and 

Chlorpromazine (50-150 µM) were titrated on H1299 cells and internalization of fluorescent 

markers of endocytosis were used to determine selective inhibition of endocytosis. Inhibitors 

were pre-incubated with cells for 15 minutes at 37°C, 5%CO2 then fluorescent markers were 

added in the presence of inhibitor and incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C, 5%CO2. Cells were 

washed 2x in PBS++0.1%BSA then fluorescent markers were removed from the cell surface 

using acid wash (3-times 10 min, pH=2.2) or washing with defatted BSA (Sigma) as 

previously described.71,86,123 Internalization was detected using flow cytometry to measure 

level of florescence in a single cell. Treatment with 125 µM chlorpromazine resulted in 63% 

reduction in clathrin specific internalization with minimal cytotoxicity (Figure 5, data not 

shown). 

For peptide internalization assays, peptides were conjugated to streptavidin-

phycoerythrin (SA-PE) via the multimerization core using previously established protocols.86 

For assays using HCC15.1, 10 nM of tetrameric peptide was incubated with 1:1 molar ratio 

SA-PE for 30 minutes in PBS with gentle agitation. Excess Streptavidin binding sites were 

quenched by the addition of RPMI 1640 that contains 0.2 mg/L D-biotin. For assay using 

H1299.3 10-50nM of dimeric or tetrameric peptide was incubated at 1:1 molar ratio of SA-

PE for 30 minutes in phosphate buffer (13mM KH2PO4, 54mM NaHPO4, pH7.4) with gentle 

agitation and then quenched with RPMI 1640. Peptide SA-PE conjugates were incubated 

with cells for 60 minutes at 37°C, 5%CO2 to allow for peptide internalization. Surface bound 

extra-cellular peptide was removed using acid wash (pH=2.2) then cell fluorescence was 

analyzed via flow cytometry. As determined by titration of peptide, 50 nM of H1299.3 
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fluorescence conjugate resulted in sufficient signal to noise ratio for detecting internalization 

by the flow cytometry assay and thus this concentration is used for subsequent internalization 

assays.  

For inhibitor studies cells were pre-incubated with 125 µM chlorpromazine or 30 nM 

nystatin for 15 or 60 minutes, respectively, as previously described51,71,72 then treated with 

either 10 nM of HCC15.1 or 50 nM of H1299.3 peptide SA-PE conjugate in the presence of 

inhibitor for 30 minutes at 37°C, 5%CO2. Surface bound extra-cellular peptide was removed 

using either acid wash (pH=2.2) or trypsinization (0.25% Trypsin with 2.21 mM EDTA, 

Corning) then cells were analyzed for internal fluorescence using flow cytometry. 

Time Course Study: To measure internalization of H1299.3 over time H1299.3 dimer was 

conjugated to IRDye800CW (Li-Cor) using cysteine –maleimide chemistry as outlined 

above. The purity of the dimeric dye labeled peptide was >95% as measured by rpHPLC with 

the expected/observed mass found to be 8,422.31/8,421.12. 50 nM of dye was incubated with 

H1299 cells in black walled, clear bottom 96 well plate for the indicated time; surface bound 

dye was removed using an acid wash. Fluorescence was read using an Odyssey CLx imager 

(Li-Cor). 

Clathrin siRNA Assays: H1299 cells were treated with siRNA oligos against clathrin heavy 

chain (CHC) or control siRNA oligo using previously established protocols.3,4,13,91,115 

Briefly, H1299 cells were seeded in 12 well plate at a density that allowed >72 hrs. of growth 

before confluence. Cells were treated with 5.5 µL of 20 µM oligo solution and 6.5 µL of 

RNAiMax (Invitrogen) in total of 200 µL of RPMI 1640. Cells were washed with RPMI 

1640 then treated with 100uL of siRNA oligo solution for 4 hr. at 37°C, 5%CO2. Cells were 
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washed once then placed back in complete media. This procedure was repeated again the 

following day. At 72 hours post initial treatment with siRNA oligos, cells were treated with 

peptide SA-PE conjugates, described above, to measure peptide internalization or utilized for 

western blot assays to measure relative protein levels. CHC knock down was confirmed by 

western blot using monoclonal antibody against CHC (TD.1, Santa Cruz-12734) as primary 

and goat anti-mouse-HRP secondary antibody using established protocols.21,86 

Fluorescent Confocal Microscopy:  Laser scanning confocal microscopy was used to 

monitor live cell accumulation of peptide as well as identify subcellular localization of 

peptide accumulation using established protocols.40,57,75 A549 cells were transfected with 

Golgi, ER, or Lysotracker GFP fusion constructs using Bacman 2.0 (Life Technologies) 

system, according to manufactures protocol. Briefly 200 µL of trypsinized and washed A549 

were incubated with 1:10 dilution of baculovirus encoding for the fusion protein at 37°C 5% 

CO2 for 10 minutes with gentle mixing. The cell/virus mixture was plated in poly-lysine 

coated glass bottom dishes containing 1 mL of complete media. A549 cells were incubated 

overnight at 37°C, 5% CO2 to allow for cells to adhere to the dish. The next day cells were 

washed and treated with 100 nM of H1299.3 dimeric peptide, directly conjugated to Alexa 

Fluor 546 (Life Technologies) via cysteine-maleimide chemistry according to manufacturer’s 

protocol, for 1 hr. at 37°C, 5% CO2. Cells were washed twice with complete media then 

stained for 10 minutes with Hoechst 33342 (Molecular Probes) according to manufacturer’s 

protocol. Live cells were imaged using a Nikon TE200-E laser scanning confocal 

microscope, through a 30µm pinhole visualizing the blue, green, and red channels using 408 

nm, 488 nm, and 543 nm lasers for excitation, respectively. 
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Statistics: Statistical analysis were performed using GraphPad Prism software or Microsoft 

Excel. Flow cytometry values are presented as mean with standard deviation or as percentage 

of mean with standard deviation.  In vitro experiments were performed a minimum of 3 

independent times using multiple replicates per experiment. Reported p-values are paired or 

unpaired, two tailed t-tests (where appropriate). A p-value ≤ 0.05 was considered statistically 

significant. Non-significant results are indicated throughout the text as N.S. Co-localization 

studies were analyzed for Mander’s coefficient using ImageJ software with the JaCoP 

plugin11,12,38,111,120  
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RESULTS: 

Novel Panning Scheme: We developed the phage display scheme outlined in Figure 4 to 

select peptides that both accumulate specifically in a given cell type and internalize via a 

known mechanism of endocytosis. Phage display biopanning in Round 1 is performed using 

established protocols with cell binding and internalization as the selection criteria. The 

amplified phage recovered from Round 1 is then split into two groups. One group is treated 

with a specific inhibitor of endocytosis and one group remains untreated. The remaining 

rounds of panning are then carried out in parallel with each group, sequencing selected 

clones at each round. Clones enriched in one or both group are then further characterized as 

targeting ligands for drug conjugates. 

 Paramount to this protocol is utilizing inhibitors that are specific to a mechanism of 

endocytosis. Chlorpromazine at 125 µM specifically inhibited 63% of clathrin-mediated 

endocytosis in H1299 cells as determined by reduction of transferrin uptake. At this 

concentration minimal cytotoxicity and no effect on raft-mediated endocytosis was observed 

(Figure 5, data not shown). Unfortunately, consistent inhibition of raft-mediated endocytosis 

in H1299 cells using pharmacological inhibitors proved difficult in our hands. Therefore it 

was necessary to compare between the chlorpromazine and non- treated cells to identify 

clones that internalize via clathrin-mediated endocytosis. 

After verifying inhibition of clathrin-mediated endocytosis, biopanning was 

performed on H1299 cells according to the scheme outlined in Figure 4 using 

chlorpromazine as the endocytic inhibitor. Starting at Round 3, 6-12 phage clones per group 

were sequenced (Table 1). We identified a novel phage clone 
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LQWRRDDNVHNFGVWARYRL, termed H1299.3 by observing repeat sequences in the 

non-treated group (Figure 4b, Table 1). H1299.3 phage clone was observed twice in round 3 

and again in round 4. This clone was not observed the chlorpromazine treated cells. Further, 

the peptide was not listed in existing peptide databases, and blast searches indicated the 

peptide did not align to a known protein or contain punitive domains/motifs.  

However, at later rounds of biopanning both the chlorpromazine and non–treated 

groups converged on the phage clone ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG previously identified 

in our lab as HCC15.1 (6 for 6 clones in round 5 for both groups). This phage clone was 

selected on the HCC15 NSCLC cell line and has affinity for H1299 cells as reported.29,77,86 

As such, it is not surprising that this clone was isolated again. No other repeat sequences 

were observed in this panning experiment nor were consensus sequences observed amongst 

phage clones (Table 1).  

Both phage clones accumulate in H1299 cells above the background internalization of 

the library. The selectivity values of each clone were calculated by measured the difference 

in accumulation between the selected phage and a control, random phage, in H1299 cells 

using the following formula [(Phage Clone[Output Titer/Input Titer])/(Control Phage[Output 

Titer/Input Titer])]. HCC15.1 and H1299.3 accumulated 18 and 11 -fold above control phage 

in H1299 cells (Figure 4). Thus, both HCC15.1 and H1299.3 phage clones accumulate in 

H1299 cells and the binding is mediated by the displayed peptide. However, HCC15.1 was 

the convergent clone probably both due to slightly higher internalization as well as 

unintended selection pressures which are inherent to all phage panning protocols.28 Early 

sequencing, starting in round 3, allowed for partial mitigation of amplification bias and other 
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unintended selection pressure by allowing the observation of enriched clones that accumulate 

in H1299 cells that might be lost in later rounds. It is important to note that these clones were 

isolated without a negative selection step. Thus, highly selective clone can be identified using 

this technique without the use of a negative selection step. 
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Figure'4.!Phage'Display'Biopanning'Selec7on'to' Iden7fy'Cancer'Specific'Pep7des'that'Accumulate'
via' Known'Mechanism'of' Endocytosis.' A)' In! this! scheme!phage!display! biopanning! techniques! are!
used!to!isolate!pep6des!that!are!specific!for!cancer!cells!as!well!as!internalize!via!a!known!mechanism!
of! endocytosis.! Round! 1! of! panning! is! performed! according! to! standard! protocols.! The! output! of!
round!1! is! then! split! into! two! groups.!One! group! is! treated!with! a! specific! inhibitor! of! endocytosis!
while!the!second!group!remains!untreated.!Panning!proceeds!in!parallel!between!both!groups.!Phage!
clones!are!sequenced!in!both!groups!star6ng!in!round!3!to!iden6fy!poten6al!hits!between!groups.!!B)!
Results! from!H1299!biopanning!experiment!using!chlorpromazine!as!endocy6c! inhibitor.!One!clone,!
HCC15.1! is!present! in!both! the! treated!and!nonKtreated!group!while!H1299.3! is!present!only! in! the!
nonKtreated! group.! HCC15.1! and! H1299.3! selec6vely! internalize! into! H1299! cells! 18! and! 11! Kfold!
greater!than!control!phage,!respec6vely.!!
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H1299!cells.!Value!represents!difference!between! levels!of! transferrin!and!LacCer!
internaliza*on!in!the!presence!of!chlorpromazine.!!
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H1299%Round%3%20mer%Sequences%
No%Treat% Chlorpromazine%(125%uM)%

EEHTHRWPFWGHQERWGKQS!AARPPTAPTEMHGAEMKGMT!
EHGDGPGGKMRWWWHGGGTR!EEGGEVKGSAHASTDDTTRF!
GAFWKNNGSTQPWNPEDSSL!GDMVPWAHPWEPWLGNKVEA!
GDATAKEMRSTQDTPQERGA!GTYASVTRSHDRSGERIGDH!
LQWRRDDNVHNFGVWARYRL!KVQVERKEALGIQKIAVSRR!
LQWRRDDNVHNFGVWARYRL!LAGRQGPERSTVENNLSGTK!
LSLGRGADRIIPWELRRPGG!NATWGKALRDYHRGVWSRVS!
MEGRSIGGRFRHTADMMVEA!SKSFALDGTPERYSRTLVRR!
RVSGDNQAPTQRNNQGAEWT!VVSIPSTVGKGYPDSWAVRR!
SQTLKGWRTGKLQPETLRWS!WEGSEGTVESDNLQNKKGGK!
SSEFAGENGGSTRGHKFDGY!WGANQNRFAMAWAGATGASS!
VAPLLRSESAIARSLVSYPQ! !

H1299%Round%4%20mer%Sequences%
No%Treat% Chlorpromazine%(125%uM)%

ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!AAPRLGGTQIKSESTKMGSD!
ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!
ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!
ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!
ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!
ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!
ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!
ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!
ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!
ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!
LQWRRDDNVHNFGVWARYRL!GAWEAVRDRIAEWGSWGIPS!
FGSWPTGWKARAYNDLPPAR!TWDGNEAERSPGSTGEDAAR!

H1299%Round%5%20mer%Sequences%
No%Treat% Chlorpromazine%(125%uM)%

ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!
ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!
ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!
ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!
ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!
ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!ATEPRKQYATPRVFWTDAPG!

Tables'list'of'phage'clones'iden2fied'by'PCR'based'sequencing'in'rounds'3<5.'The'tables'
are'divided'into'groups'based'on'treatment'with'endocy2c'inhibitor.''

Table&1.&List&of&all&Phage&Clones&Iden6fied&During&Biopanning'
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The Free Peptides Mediate Cellular Internalization: Previous studies by our group 

demonstrated that multimeric presentation of peptides on lysine cores is an effective method 

for retaining specificity and affinity of peptides selected from pIII displayed libraries.28,71 We 

therefore synthesized dimeric and tetrameric H1299.3 peptide with a PEG10 spacer on each 

peptide monomer between a biotinylated mono- or tri -lysine core respectively (Figure 6). 

The peptides are conjugated to streptavidin -Phycoerythrin (SA-PE) and incubated with cells 

of interest. Surface bound extra-cellular peptide was removed using an acid wash prior to 

flow cytometry analysis allowing for measurement of internalized peptide.  As shown in 

Figure 7, the free peptides are able to bind and internalize into H1299 cells, again indicating 

that this process is peptide mediated and not dependent on the phage particle. A negligible 

difference in internalization was observed between dimeric and tetrameric forms of H1299.3 

by flow cytometry (Figure 7a). Thus, increasing valency past the dimeric format does not 

improve cell binding or internalization. This is particularly fortunate as the tetrameric peptide 

has limited solubility in aqueous solution. Monomeric peptide was not tested in this study. 

Uptake of the H1299.3 dimeric peptide is concentration dependent over a 10 nM- 50 nM 

range as predicted for a peptide that internalizes via receptor-mediated endocytosis. In 

addition, we also performed a time course to monitor H1299.3 accumulation in H1299 cells 

(Figure 7c). 50 nM of dimeric H1299.3 internalized in an exponential fashion, saturating 

after 30 minutes further implying the peptide internalizes via receptor mediated endocytosis. 

Similar to the selectivity data, H1299.3 accumulated less than tetrameric HCC15.1 in H1299 

cells (mean afu H1299.3= 138.3 +/- 33.7, and HCC15.1 = 844.9 +/- 50.8). 
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Figure' 6.' Targe,ng' Pep,de' Mul,meriza,on' strategy." A)" A" tri(lysine" core" is" u1lized" to"
facilitate"binding"of"4"pep1des"to"the"core"using"a"convergent"synthesis"scheme."Targe1ng"
pep1de" monomers" are" conjugated" using" thiol(ester" chemistry" to" the" core" to" generate"
tetrameric" pep1des."B)" Similar" scheme"as" in"A;" however" a"mono(lysine" core" is" u1lized" to"
generate"dimeric"targe1ng"pep1des."

H1299.3 Peptide 

H1299.3 Peptide 

H1299.3 Peptide 

H1299.3 Peptide 

H1299.3 Peptide 

H1299.3 Peptide 

A." B."
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Figure' 7.' H1299.3' Pep1de' Mediates' Cellular' Internaliza1on.' ! A)! Representa*ve! histogram!
generated! from! trea*ng! H1299! cells! with! 50! nM! of! dimeric! and! tetrameric! forms! H1299.3!
conjugated!to!PE! (green!and!red!traces! respec*vely).!The!black! trace! is!H1299!cells!not! treated!
with!pep*de.!B)!H1299.3!dimeric!pep*de!*tra*on!demonstrates!dose!dependent!internaliza*on.!
C)! Time! course! of! H1299.3! dimeric! pep*de! accumula*on! in! H1299! cells.!D)! Internaliza*on! of!
H1299.3! in! a! panel! of! NSCLC! cell! lines.! Internaliza*on! values! ranged! from! 8.6! +/S! 1.9! to! 303.3!
+/S72.2!mean!A.F.U.!Importantly,!H1299.3!demonstrated!minimal!accumula*on!in!HBEC3!cells,!a!
model!of!normal!lung!epithelial!cells,!compared!to!all!NSCLC!cell!excluding!H460!(p<0.01).!
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H1299.3 Differentially Accumulates in NSCLC Cell Lines:  Internalization of H1299.3 

was determined on a panel of NSCLC cell lines (Figure 7d).  H1299.3 displays significantly 

lower internalization in Human Bronchial Epithelial Cells (HBEC3) a model for normal lung 

epithelium compared to most NSCLC cell lines (5-10 fold increase). Thus, the peptide has a 

window for selective accumulation into lung cancer cells. In addition, H1299.3 internalized 

into multiple histological subtypes of NSCLC including Large Cell (H1299 mean afu=138.3 

+/- 33.8) and Adenocarcinoma (H2009 mean afu=104.9 +/- 15.5 and A549, mean afu=303.3 

± 72.2). However, the peptide does not accumulate in all NSCLC cells; no significant uptake 

is seen in the large cell line, H460 (mean afu=8.6 +/- 1.9).  Our previous studies demonstrate 

that HCC15.1 differentially accumulates in these cell lines.33,86,96,120,130,141,149,165 However, 

H1299.3 and HCC15.1 display differential pattern of accumulation across NSCLC lines. 

Most striking is HCC15.1 has no affinity for A549 cells. The differential cell-specificity may 

indicate that these peptides internalize via different mechanisms and/or bind to different 

cellular receptors. 

 

H1299.3 and HCC15.1 Utilize Different Types of Receptor-Mediated Endocytosis: We 

sought to determine the primary mechanism of endocytosis of H1299.3 and HCC15.1 

peptides in H1299 cells. H1299 cells were pre-incubated with pharmacological inhibitors 

before addition of the H1299.3 dimer and internalization of the peptide was quantitated. A 

significant 83% (p<0.01) reduction in H1299.3 internalization is observed in the presence of 

chlorpromazine while treatment with nystatin to block raft mediated endocytosis resulted in 

only an 18% reduction in internalization (N.S.) compared to non-treated H1299 cells (Figure 
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8a). Incubation of H1299.3 with H1299 cells at 4°C also resulted in a significant loss of 

peptide internalization (p<0.01). Finally, a 76% and 77% reduction in internalization is 

observed in H1299 cells treated with either of two different siRNA oligos targeting clathrin 

heavy chain (CHC) (p<0.01). Minimal perturbation is observed in H1299.3 uptake in H1299 

cells treated with control siRNA (7% reduction, N.S.). CHC protein knock down in H1299 

cells treated with siRNA oligos was confirmed using western blot to measure relative CHC 

protein levels (Figure 8c,d). The 78% and 86% reduction in CHC protein levels in H1299 

cells treated with one of two siRNA oligos against CHC, respectively, is consistent with the 

decrease in peptide uptake. In comparison, treatment with control siRNA oligo resulted in a 

17% decrease in CHC expression levels compared to control. In sum, these data support that 

the H1299.3 peptide undergoes clathrin-mediated endocytosis. 

The mechanism of endocytosis of HCC15.1 in H1299 cells was determined by 

repeating the above assays (Figure 8b). Nystatin treatment significantly decreased HCC15.1 

internalization (82%, p<0.01) while chlorpromazine treatment had minimal effect on 

internalization of HCC15.1 (2% reduction, N.S.). Incubating HCC15.1 with H1299 cells at 

4°C resulted in loss of peptide internalization (p<0.01). Finally, treatment with either of two 

siRNAs targeting CHC or a control siRNA had minimal effect on HCC15.1 internalization 

(12%, 1%, and 4% reduction, respectively N.S.). Unlike the H1299.3 peptide, HCC15.1 does 

not utilize a clathrin-mediated pathway for internalization but most likely utilizes a raft-

dependent mechanism. 
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Figure' 8.' Pep,des' H1299.3' and' HCC15.1' Primarily' Internalize' via' Different' Mechanisms.! A)!
Internaliza+on!of!H1299.3!in!H1299!cells!treated!with!selec+ve!inhibitors!of!endocytosis.!Treatment!
of!H1299!cells!with! inhibitors! to!clathrin>mediated!endocytosis! including!chlorpromazine!and!siRNA!
toward! CHC! significantly! reduced! internaliza+on! (p<0.01).!Membrane! fluidity!was! also! a! significant!
factor!for!internaliza+on!(p<0.01).!B)!Internaliza+on!of!HCC15.1!in!H1299!cells!treated!with!selec+ve!
inhibitor! of! endocytosis.! Only! treatment! with! Nysta+n! and! 4°C! resulted! in! significant! reduc+on! in!
HCC15.1! internaliza+on! (p<0.01)! indica+ng! the! necessity! of! cholesterol! and!membrane! fluidity! for!
internaliza+on! of! HCC15.1.!C)!Western! blot! demonstra+ng! Clathrin! Heavy! Chain! (CHC)! knockdown!
using!targeted!siRNA!in!H1299!cells.!D)!Quan+fica+on!of!CHC!knockdown!in!H1299!cells,!normalized!
for!loading,!using!β>ac+n!as!loading!control.!!
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H1299.3 Co-localizes with Lamp-1: Live cell, confocal fluorescent microscopy was used to 

determine subcellular accumulation of these peptides.  H1299.3 subcellular localization was 

determined by conjugating the H1299.3 dimeric peptide directly to AF546 using cysteine 

maleimide chemistry.12,35,56,71,72,86,137,167 A549 cells, transfected with GFP-fusion constructs 

to mark organelles using the Bacmam 2.0 system purchased from Life 

Technologies,4,13,83,105,106,139,156 were treated with H1299.3-AF546 (Figure 9). A549 cells 

were used because they internalize the most H1299.3 peptide of the cell lines assayed thus 

allowing for the greatest observable signal with the lowest concentration of H1299.3 to avoid 

false positive data. H1299.3 appears subcellularly as multiple distinguished puncta.  The 

puncti co-localized well with Lamp 1-GFP fusion and localized poorly with both 

Endoplasmic Reticulum and Golgi markers. The Mander’s coefficient for these groups are 

0.608, 0.368, and 0.107 for Lamp 1, ER, and Golgi, respectively indicating strongest co-

location is with lysosomes. In addition, the matching puntcal shapes further supports co-

localization with lysosomes rather than ER.  These data further supports the model that the 

H1299.3 peptide binds to an extracellular receptor and is internalized by a canonical clathrin-

mediated process which results in accumulation of ligand in lysosomes. By comparison, 

previous studies demonstrated that HCC15.1 accumulates in a perinuclear location and 

results in a distinctively different staining pattern than the H1299.3 peptide (Figure 

10).18,43,66,86,89,111,120 
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B.#

#Hoechst#33342##ER0GFP#Hoechst#33342##Lamp10GFP#

H1299.3#
–#AF546#

Non#–
Treated#

#Hoechst#33342#Golgi0GFP#

Figure' 9.' H1299.3' Co0localizes' with' Lamp01' in' A549' Cells.' A549% cells% treated% with% H1299.3%
pep7de%and%an%organelle%tracking%GFP%fusion%construct.%The%top%three%panel%are%A549%cell%treated%

with%100%nM%of%H1299.3%dimer%conjugated%to%AF546,%while%the%boIom%three%panel%are%nega7ve%

control% A549% cells% not% treated%with% pep7de% but% imaged% in% the% red% channel.% H1299.3% displays% a%

dis7nct%punc7%type%staining%in%all%treated%wells%while%no%red%signal%is%observed%in%control%groups.%

A549%cells%were%treated%24%h%prior% to% imaging%with%BacMam%2.0% live% imaging%constructs% to%stain%

organelles%with%GFP.%A549%cells%were%stained% from% leM% to% right%with%Lamp%1OGFP%as%a% lysosomal%

marker,%KDELOGFP%as%endoplasmic%re7culum%marker,%and%NOacetylgalactosaminyltransferase%2OGFP%

as% Golgi%marker.%White% arrows% indicate% coOstaining% between% LampO1OGFP% and%H1299.3% pep7de.%

Minimal%coOlocaliza7on%is%observed%with%other%organelle%markers.%Scale%bar%=%10%µm.%%
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A.#

B.#

Figure' 10.' Subcellular' Localiza3on' of' HCC15.1' Targe3ng' Pep3de.'
Modified' from'McGuire' et' al.' Sci' Rep.' 2014'Mar' 27;4:4480' #A)# H2009#
NSCLC# treated# with# scrHCC15.1# (10nM)# conjugated# to# 605# Qdots# (red)#
cells#are#fixed#and#stained#with#Wheat#Germ#AggluInin#(Green)#and#DAPI#
(Blue).#B)# H2009# cells# treated# as# in#A#with#HCC15.1# (10nM)# conjugated#
605#Qdots.#Scale#bars#indicate#20#μm#
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DISSCUSION: 

Phage biopanning has proven to be an effective method for identifying cell-targeting ligands. 

However, little emphasis has been placed on identifying cell-specific ligands that not only 

internalize into a specific cell type but also can deliver cargo to a desired subcellular. 

Furthermore, only a few studies have actually determined the subcellular localization of cell-

targeting peptides after they have been isolated from a combinatorial 

library.57,66,70,75,86,89,111,122,139 This study sought to develop a method that can identify 

targeting peptides that both accumulate significantly in cancer cells and internalize via a 

known mechanism of endocytosis. The overall goal is to enhance selection of peptides that 

traffic to a desirable subcellular localization of ligand accumulation. Recent literature has 

highlighted the need for matching subcellular localization with drug release strategies for 

both drug conjugate as well as nanoparticle platforms.9,11,17,25,31,38,51,67,89,111,120,166 Phage 

display techniques are well suited to perform this task as it is a nonbiased technique to 

identifying targeting ligands and allows for wide versatility of selection pressures to tune the 

output ligand to the desired specifications.  

 In addition, facilitating the ability to match a targeting ligand with a linker 

understanding primary endocytic mechanism of a targeting ligand may also guide cargo 

attachment. For example, small molecule drugs may be delivered through the lysosomal 

pathway; however, trafficking nucleic acid for RNAi therapies or protein toxins through a 

lysosomal compartment is demonstrated to degrade cargo resulting in suboptimal 

delivery.9,29,38,72,77,90,111,120,133,136 Thus, utilizing protocols that allow for selection of major 

endocytic mechanisms and subsequent subcellular localization have the potential to guide 
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selection of both linker and cargo resulting in more rapid creation of effective drug 

conjugates of multiple subclasses.  

 This study capitalized on the multitude of endocytic pathways and the differential 

subcellular accumulation of ligands known to traffic through these endocytic methods. Here 

we utilized chlorpromazine to specifically inhibit clathrin-mediated endocytosis as a model 

to demonstrate proof of principle. Our model relies on the specificity of endocytic inhibition 

as well as consistency of inhibition across panning rounds. As demonstrated in Figure 5 

chlorpromazine specifically inhibits clathrin-mediated endocytosis. In our hands we could 

not specifically and consistently knockdown of raft-mediated endocytosis using 

pharmacological inhibitors in H1299 cells. Thus, this study used a comparison between 

chlorpromazine treated and non-treated cells to identify peptides internalized via clathrin-

mediated endocytosis. By comparing side-by-side biopanning experiments and sequencing 

clones at early rounds of enrichment, peptides specific for raft-mediated and clathrin-

mediated endocytosis were identified.  

 During the panning, it was necessary to perform one round of panning before splitting 

the output into two groups to achieve consistency in convergent sequences (data not shown). 

This step is probably necessary due to the large loss of clonal diversity that occurs during the 

first round of selection.8,11,28,55,67,73,96,107 Interestingly both groups converged on a single 

phage clone HCC15.1. However, both HCC15.1 and H1299.3 had high selectivity values on 

H1299 cells. This result may be due in part to amplification bias, which is known to occur 

during phage selections.8,14,15,28,44,82,102,137,155,156 Additionally, phage amplification is 

inherently dependent on the ability to isolate viable phage clones able to infect bacteria. It is 
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possible that phage clones localized within particular subcellular compartments are more 

difficult to identify as they are degraded or difficult to isolate from the cells. Early 

sequencing, starting in round 3, appears to partially mitigate this problem by identifying 

clones enriched in the selection population but which are not the convergent sequence due to 

amplification bias and other factors that influence clonal selection outside of the desired 

selection pressure. Interestingly, both isolated clones exhibited high selectivity for H1299 

cells without using a negative selection step. Thus, this protocol generates highly selective 

phage clones for the target cells without the need for an additional negative selection step. 

 This panning scheme does not allow for determining if a phage can undergo 

endosomal escape after internalization, and our data do not address the ability of the peptide 

to be eventually released into the cytoplasm. Endosomal escape is considered an important 

step in delivery biologically active cargo to cells.24,33,39,86,102,125,126,130,141,149,162,165 This 

scheme is focused on initial internalization of the phage and selection of the internalization 

pathway. This may limit the applications of phage/peptide selected using this protocol. 

However, layering of addition selection criteria may be possible to select for phage that 

internalize a defined mechanism and escape from endosomes. Additionally, many endosomal 

escape agents have been reported to improve endosomal release of biologics and can be 

incorporated into the targeting peptide if necessary.  

 The data from the panning experiments indicate that HCC15.1 and H1299.3 may use 

different mechanisms of endocytosis because H1299.3 is present only in the non-treated 

group whereas HCC15.1 was present in both the non-treated and chlorpromazine treated 

groups. Subsequent studies to confirm this observation indicated that HCC15.1 primarily 
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uses a cholesterol dependent mechanism of endocytosis implying a raft-mediated mechanism 

of endocytosis (Figure 8b). On the other hand H1299.3 is dependent on clathrin for 

endocytosis (Figure 8a). In addition, HCC15.1 accumulates in a perinuclear 

location35,71,72,86,87,99,121,137,167 whereas H1299.3 accumulation co-localizes with Lamp-1 in 

the periphery of the cell. Therefore only H1299.3 is internalized via clathrin-mediated 

mechanism and subsequently in trafficked into lysosomes. 

 This study outlines a selection scheme that is fundamentally different than the recent 

papers published by Pasqualini et al. which also describe a technique to identify peptides 

which accumulate in organelles.14,86,105,106,143,156 Pasqualini et al. selections rely on penetrin 

to mediate receptor-independent internalization of the phage prior to accumulation in a given 

organelle. Our technique differs in that internalization is driven by receptor-mediated 

internalization process then the phage accumulates in an organelle via intracellular 

trafficking pathways. This important difference allows selection of ligands that maintain 

specificity for cancer cells by preventing non-selective membrane penetration. This 

difference may enhance the therapeutic window of drug conjugates targeted using peptides 

selected by the method presented in this study by reducing off-target effects resulting from 

cytotoxicity of non-targeted, healthy cells. 

Both peptides identified from this panning scheme internalize into NSCLC cell lines 

(Figure 7).18,24,43,83,86,87 Also both HCC15.1 and H1299.3 demonstrate minimal 

internalization into a normal bronchial epithelial cells line, HBEC3 implying a potential 

therapeutic window for both peptides to be used as targeting ligands. However, despite both 

HCC15.1 and H1299.3 internalizing into a similar panel of NSCLC cell lines the peptide 
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differentially accumulate into these lines (Figure 7,5,8,66,70,86,87,89,111,122,129,133). For example, 

minimal HCC15.1 accumulation is observed in A549 while these cells internalized the 

greatest amount of H1299.3. These data imply that these peptides may use different forms of 

endocytosis, as predicted by the phage panning protocol, and/or the peptides may bind to 

different receptors to mediate internalization. Currently, the identities of receptors that bind 

HCC15.1 or H1299.3 are unknown. Further, BLAST searches of H1299.3 did not reveal any 

strong leads as to the receptor(s) that mediate binding and subsequent internalization into 

cells. Despite lacking this data, these ligands still exhibit differential trafficking patterns that 

may be beneficial for designing drug conjugates. For example, HCC15.1 is potentially better 

suited to delivering sensitive cargo as it appears to avoid organelles known to degrade 

biologic molecules where as H1299.3 is potentially better suited to delivering toxic 

chemotherapeutic pro-drugs due to the availability of multiple lysosomal cleavable linkers 

that will release active drug only intracellularly. 

 In conclusion, we developed a phage display biopanning scheme to identify peptides 

that both accumulate specifically in cancer cells as well as internalize via a defined 

mechanism of endocytosis. We demonstrate proof of principle for this approach by 

identifying two peptides that were both specific for cancer cells but internalized via different 

mechanisms of endocytosis. In the future we plan to expand the phage display biopanning 

methodology to additional cell lines as well as endocytic inhibitors in order to identify 

additional targeting ligands and expand the utility of the method. Clearly, other specific 

inhibitors, such as nystatin, filipin or siRNA toward endocytic machinery for example, could 

be readily applied into the panning scheme potentially resulting in the ability to tune this 
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method to select peptides specific for any type of 

endocytosis.2,8,9,17,19,25,26,38,51,69,78,87,89,112,113,120 Future studies using H1299.3 as a targeting 

ligand in direct drug conjugate constructs will determine the efficacy of H1299.3 as a 

targeting ligand. Finally, further characterizing the details of H1299.3 subcellular trafficking 

and identify the receptor H1299.3 uses for internalization may enhance the utility of H1299.3 

as a targeting ligand.
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

Direct Identification of Cancer-Specific Targeting Ligands that 
Accumulate in Defined Subcellular Locations 

 
INTRODUCTION: 

Drug conjugates generally utilize one of two strategies to generate a prodrug; either 

the drug is inactivated using a labile linker or the drug is only active in a distinct subcellular 

compartment.9,38,40,75,87,90,111,120,136,159 Both of these strategies rely on the conjugate 

accumulating in defined subcellular compartments for optimal drug 

activity.8,11,31,55,73,86,96,107,143,166 While there is substantial research on drug-conjugates that 

deliver their cargo to a particular cell type, there has been less effort on designing drug 

conjugates that exhibit both cellular and subcellular specificity. As such, drug conjugates 

with excellent cell-specificity can display minimal efficacy if the conjugate is trafficked to 

the wrong location within the cell.  

 Phage display is a useful tool for selecting peptide and antibody targeting ligands for 

use in drug conjugates.8,14,15,30,34,44,78,82,89,102,143,159 Targeting ligands are generally selected 

by panning the phage-displayed library against a known, purified target or in an unbiased 

fashion, for example biopanning on whole cancer cells or 

tissues.9,24,39,77,86,96,102,107,111,112,118,125,126,133,162 In this study, we coupled together an 

unbiased biopanning selection protocol that selects peptides that preferentially internalize 

into cancer cells with a secondary immunoflourescent screen to identify the subcellular 

location of phage accumulation.67,71,72,87,99,121,143  
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 We utilized this protocol to identify a targeting peptide termed H1993.1 

(GAAPSGQDANVQSTIQKDHY) that specifically internalizes into a subset of Non-Small 

Cell Lung (NSCLC) cell lines. Importantly, H1993.1 exhibits minimal binding to a normal 

human bronchial epithelial (HBEC) control cell line; the peptide internalizes into NSCLC 

cell lines 100–fold greater than the HBEC control. Microscopy data demonstrate that the 

peptide accumulates in lysosomes. Increased intracellular fluorescence is observed when 

treating H2009 cells with a low pH dye indicator conjugated to H1993.1 corroborating 

accumulation of the conjugate in an acidic subcellular compartment. Treatment of cells that 

internalize the H1993.1 peptide with this conjugate results in a 2-fold decrease in IC50 

compared to free doxorubicin. By contrast, treatment of a cell line that has significant 

reduction in H1993.1 peptide internalization increases the IC50 9-fold compared to free drug. 

Thus the conjugate improves efficacy while widening the therapeutic window. This study 

demonstrates a novel method for identifying targeting peptides that specifically internalize 

into cancer cells and accumulate in defined subcellular localization. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS: 

Cell Lines: All cell lines used in this study were provided through the Hamon Center for 

therapeutic research (UTSW) and cultured using previously reported 

conditions.14,30,41,55,60,70,86,139,143 Cell lines were DNA fingerprinted and regularly tested for 

Mycoplasma contamination. 

Phage Display Selection: A previously described M13 derived pIII displayed 20mer peptide 

library was used for all phage display experiments.9,24,41,61,77,83,87,103,118,119,132,158,161 Phage 
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were amplified and extracted using standard protocol.5,8,34,87,111,120,122,129,133,163 Five rounds 

of selection using previously published protocols was performed on H1993 cells using acid 

wash to remove any surface bound phage. In addition 0.05% Triton-X-100 was used to 

permeabilize cells in order to enhance recovery of internalized phage.  The output samples 

used for titer were plated and used as a source for individual phage clones for the secondary 

screen. The output used for the secondary screen can be plated without interfering with a 

traditional phage panning protocol.  

Secondary Microscopy Screening: Output colonies from Round 2 of traditional biopanning 

were picked and suspended in 25 µL of PBS. Three colonies (corresponding to 3 unique 

phage clones) were pooled into each well in a 96 well PCR plate. The picked colonies were 

incubated for 20 minutes at RT, spun down and the supernatant was harvested. The 

supernatant was then heated to 65°C for 15 minutes to inactive residual E. coli. The plate was 

spun again and supernatant was harvested.  

H1993 cells were plated at a density of 10,000 cells/well (approximately a MOI of 

25-50 phage/cell) in glass bottom 96 well poly-lysine coated plate (MatTek). The cells were 

pre-treated with chloroquine and protease inhibitors in PBS+0.1% BSA for 15 minutes then 

12.5 µL of phage extract were added to each well and allowed to incubate for 1 hr. at 37°C 

5%CO2. Chloroquine and protease inhibitor are used because treatment with these 

compounds enhanced phage recovery (Data not shown); however, proteases and low pH 

environment are utilized for subcellular trafficking therefore the plate was then washed 1 

time in PBS+0.1% BSA then incubated at 37°C 5%CO2 for an additional hour to allow for 

intracellular trafficking of the phage. The cells were then fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde, 
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permeabilized with 0.1% Triton-X-100, blocked with 5% goat serum blocking buffer, and 

incubated with murine anti-phage antibodies (1:100 see below) O.N. at 4°C. The cells were 

then stained using the AF546 Tyramide staining kit according to manufactures protocol (Life 

Technologies). Finally, cells were mounted in fluoromount containing DAPI for imaging. 

HCC15.1 phage was utilized as a positive control. 

Wells were imaged using laser scanning confocal microscopy (Nikon TE200-E) with 

20x objective. To analyze patterns of subcellular phage accumulation, 3 fields/well were 

captured for all 96 wells. Each well was scored for staining patterns based on three different 

subcellular patterns: peripheral, tight perinuclear, and diffuse perinuclear. These subcellular 

location were defined as: Punctate-having multiple points of staining in the periphery of the 

cell, Tight Perinuclear- staining touching the nucleus which doesn’t cover the entire face of 

the nucleus and is continuous in its staining pattern, and Diffuse Perinuclear- staining 

touching the nucleus that covers an entire face of the nucleus or demonstrates a non-

continuous staining pattern i.e. staining contains holes or has button pattern. Wells could 

contain multiple types of staining patterns. After establishing a base pattern of subcellular 

accumulation wells were scored from 1-3 for degree of pattern based on number of cells 

expressing the pattern and clarity of the observed pattern.  The highest scoring diffuse 

perinuclear well was carried forward in this study. 

For top scoring wells the second 12.5 µL of phage were amplified and sequenced to 

identify potential clones. Clones were subjected to selectivity assays to measure 

accumulation in H1993 cells compared to a control phage as well as imaged in a single phage 

context to identify single phage of interest.2,8,19,26,60,64,69,75,78,87,89,112,113,127 
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Phage antibody: Anti-phage antibody was manufactured by vaccinating Balb/c mice with 4 

mg/mL of double purified M13 phage, not displaying any peptide, suspended in Alum 

according to standard protocol (Imject Alum Adjuvant, Pierce). Animals were vaccinated 

subcutaneously every two weeks and serum was collected via submandibular bleeds in 

collection tubes. Sera was pooled and then further purified using M13 phage bound to 

agarose beads. Sera was incubated with beads O.N. at 4°C washed and antibodies were 

eluted using acid wash (pH=2.2). The antibody solution was neutralized and then 

concentrated with a 100,000 Dalton molecular weight cut-off filter. The final antibody 

solution was used at 1:100 ratio for imaging experiments. This experiments were performed 

in accordance with institutional guides for animal care and welfare with IACUC approval 

(IACUC # 2010-0282) 

Peptide: H1993.1 (GAAPSGQDANVQSTIQKDHY) was synthesized via standard FMOC 

synthesis and purified to >95% purity via HPLC.28,40,75,87,89,158,159 The expected/observed 

mass for the monomer is 2,789.35/2,789.12. The peptide was then dimerized using one of 

two previously described multimerization cores.31,48,81,86,107,108,131,143,145,160,166 First a mono-

lysine core containing a cysteine used for cysteine maleimide labeling and mono-lysine core 

containing a biotinylated glutamate for Streptavidin-dye labeling protocols. 

Peptide Internalization Assays: For peptide internalization assays H1993.1 biotinylated 

dimer was incubated streptavidin labeled phycoerythrin (SAPE, 50nM). This conjugate was 

then incubated for 1 hr at 37°C 5%CO2 with a given cell type to allow for internalization. The 

cells are then washed with RPMI and trypsinized to remove any surface bound peptide.  
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Internalization is quantified via flow cytometry as previously 

described.30,34,65,78,86,87,89,119,121,143,159 Flow cytometry assays are presented as mean AFU 

score with standard deviation with a minimum of three independent 

replicates.9,71,72,77,86,96,106,107,111,112,118,133 

For time course of internalization assays H1993.1 biotinylated dimer was incubated 

with SA-IR800cw dye and incubated with H1993 cells (50 nM) for 0, 5, 15, 30, 60, or 120 

minutes in a 96 well black, clear bottom plate. The cells were then washed with PBS and acid 

wash (pH=2.2) before internalization was measured using a LiCOR Odyssey 

system.1,6,14,22,47,53,67,87,95,100,102,125,126,143,164 

Co-localization microscopy: To measure co-localization H1993 cells were incubated with 

Bacmam 2.0 Lamp1-GFP fusion construct for 10 minutes, plated in glass bottom dishes then 

incubated O.N. at 37°C 5%CO2. The next day H1993.1 biotinylated dimer was incubated 

with SA-605 Qdots (100 nM) then incubated with H1993 cells containing Lamp1 GFP 

construct for 1 hr. Cells were washed incubated with Hoechst 33342 for 10 minutes, washed 

then imaged alive using a Ziess LSM 700 laser scanning confocal microscope. 

H1993.1 Microscopy using pH RodoRed conjugate: For pH sensitive microscopy H1993.1 

biotinylated dimer was incubated with SA-pHrodoRed (Life Technologies) dye (100nM) 

then the conjugate was incubated with H2009 cells plated in a glass bottom dish (MatTek). 

The cells were washed and imaged as above. Chloroquine treated H2009 cells (0.1 mM) were 

used as a control. 

H1993.1 Doxorubicin Acid-labile conjugate: Doxorubicin BMPH conjugate was generated 

as previously described.30,41,55,60,62,70,74,87,95,116,139 This construct was then incubated with 
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H1993.1 dimer containing a cysteine to facilitate conjugation or quenched using 10-fold 

molar excess of BME for 2 hrs. at room temperature. The H1993.1 construct was purified via 

gel filtration (PD-10 columns) to remove excess BME. These constructs as well as free 

doxorubicin were then utilized in a standard killing assay as previously 

described.9,12,14,41,61,77,87,103,118,119,132,158,161 Cells were incubated 3-fold dilutions of conjugate 

or controls (1uM-~1nM) for 1 hr. washed 2 times with RPMI+5% FBS then incubated for 96 

hrs. The concentration of the conjugates and free doxorubicin was measured using the 

absorbance of doxorubicin at 480 nm (extinction coefficient = 11,500 

M−1·cm−1).22,24,28,34,41,47,89,100,111,120,126-128,143,154,163 Surviving cell fraction was then quantified 

using Cell Titer Glo (Promega). IC50 values were calculated using Prism 6 software package 

with a minimum of four replicates per concentration. Values are presented as mean 

percentage of surviving cells based on non-treated wells with standard deviation. 

 

RESULTS: 

Coupling Phage Display Biopanning Selections with a Secondary Screen. One goal of 

this study is to develop a protocol that maintains the specificity enrichment that occurs during 

phage display selection protocols while allowing for rapid identification of phage that 

accumulate in a desired subcellular location.  Therefore we designed a hybrid selection and 

immunofluorescent screen protocol to meet both these goals. 

In this study we utilized H1993 NSCLC cells as bait and a phage display library 

displaying a 20-mer peptide from the pIII coat protein as a source for targeting ligands. We 

first performed five rounds of phage display biopanning according to standard protocol; we 
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sequencing phage clones to identify 20-mer targeting peptide following round 

three.39,60,64,75,87,89,106,127 Starting in round three we observed a convergent clone sequence 

RGDLATLRQLAQEDGVVGVR, previously identified in our lab as H2009.1 (Table 2). 

Using the above data as well as the phage output/input ratios to define library 

diversity (Table 3) we decided to perform the secondary screen using phage clones derived 

from round two of the panning experiment. By round 2 theoretically the complexity of the 

library is reduced but not collapsed.6,28,31,41,47,89,102,158,166 Therefore 285 phage clones were 

harvested from round two output plates (derived from the plates utilized for titering the 

library). The phage is crudely purified, pooled into groups of three, and split into two 

aliquots. Phage were amplified prior to pooling to reduce amplification bias as well as easy 

integration into existing phage protocols. Two hundred and eight five phage represent only 

0.2% of the output population assuming no repeat sequences, however in this proof of 

concept study sample size was sacrificed for methods development. 
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H1993%R3%Sequences% H1993%R4%Sequences% H1993%R5%Sequences%
GSDMQRNLNQHGFQETSIDW!RGDLATLRQLAQEDGVVGVR!RGDLATLRQLAQEDGVVGVR!
RGDLATLRQLAQEDGVVGVR!RGDLATLRQLAQEDGVVGVR!RGDLATLRQLAQEDGVVGVR!
ARPYGTETGPKPAVSSASVF!RGDLATLRQLAQEDGVVGVR!RGDLATLRQLAQEDGVVGVR!
VATSFKQVTFGGPFPKLVRS!RGDLATLRQLAQEDGVVGVR!RGDLATLRQLAQEDGVVGVR!
GEEKEHGETNLERTRTEGKE!RGDLATLRQLAQEDGVVGVR!RGDLATLRQLAQEDGVVGVR!
LAGTSITAETQSKEQASLVD!RGDLATLRQLAQEDGVVGVR!RGDLATLRQLAQEDGVVGVR!
RGDLATLRQLAQEDGVVGVR!RGDLATLRQLAQEDGVVGVR!RGDLATLRQLAQEDGVVGVR!
ELVSQKGQDYKGGHSKDGWM!MQVTGRGDAERQSAPEMPAE!RGDLATLRQLAQEDGVVGVR!
*Blue%indicates%previously%iden2fied%phage%clone%H2009.1%

Table%2.%Sequences%Derived%from%Tradi?on%Phage%Display%%
Biopanning%on%H1993%Cells%by%Round%using%20mer%Library%
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H1993% Input% Output% O/I%
Round%2% 1.37E+08) 1.19E+04) 8.72E-05)
Round%3% 3.68E+08) 1.31E+05) 3.55E-04)
Round%4% 3.15E+07) 6.09E+04) 1.93E-03)
Round%5% 5.88E+06) 3.61E+04) 6.13E-03)

Table%3.%Titer%of%Input%and%Output%Phage%during%
H1993%Phage%Display%Biopanning%by%Round%
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We plated 10,000 H1993 cells/well in a 96 well glass bottom, allowed cells to adhere 

overnight, then added pooled phage clones, isolated above, to each well at a MOI of 25-50 

phage/cell. This MOI was chosen based on preliminary studies to observe phage staining in a 

large proportion of cells without saturating the signal (data not shown). We utilized the 

average phage recovered from an individual colony to estimate the number of phage in each 

aliquot for this measurement (please see chapter 4, figure 18).14,31,48,81,108,131,145,160 Phage and 

cells were incubated together at 37°C, 5% CO2 for 60 minutes. The plate is then washed to 

remove non-bound phage and further incubated for 60 minutes to allow for subcellular 

trafficking. Finally the cells were washed with acid to remove surface bound phage then 

fixed in 3.7% paraformaldehyde, permeabilized, and finally stained using immunofluorescent 

techniques with anti-phage antibody. The plate was imaged at 20x power using laser 

scanning confocal microscopy. Three fields from each well were counted to determine 

patterns of phage accumulation. We were unable to observe any signal using traditional 

fluorescently labeled antibodies to illuminate phage therefore tyramide amplification is used 

to boast the anti-phage signal. However the downside of this approach is it also resulted in 

reduced crispness of staining pattern resulting in blurred and blending of individual 

subcellular phage clusters (Figure 11b-d). 
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Figure' 11.' Design' of' Secondary' Screen' Experiment.' A)! Flow! chart! of! strategy! to! couple! a!
secondary! screen! to! phage! display! selec5on! protocol.! Phage! staining! (Immunofluorescence!
staining!amplified!using!Tyramide)!is!classified!into!three!subcellular!accumula5on!pa@erns,!BCC.!
B)! Representa5ve! image! of! H1993! cells! demonstra5ng! phage! accumula5on! in! a! Puncate!
pa@ern.!Phage!is!imaged!in!red!channel;!Nuclei!stained!in!blue!channel!C)!Representa5ve!image!
of! phage! accumula5ng! in! a! Tight! Perinuclear! ! pa@ern.! D)! Representa5ve! image! of! phage!
accumula5ng!in!a!Diffuse!Perinuclear!pa@ern.!Scale!bars!=!20!μm!
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As this is a proof of concept study we decided to quantify wells using subcellular staining 

patterns rather than co-localization with an organelle marker. This simplified the experiment 

as it eliminated variability in staining of the organelle marker across all 96 wells of the plate, 

but also prevented direct mathematical quantification of the wells using co-localization of 

pixels. In addition, this prevents direct identification of the precise organelle of accumulation 

as wells are scored by staining pattern rather than co-localization with defined markers. 

None-the-less, this experimental design will allow us to test the feasibility of incorporating 

an imaging screen to the peptide selection protocol and will define parameters for future 

experiments. In this study we first identified three patterns of subcellular phage staining: 

punctate, tight perinuclear, and diffuse perinuclear. These were defined as: Punctate-having 

multiple points of staining in the periphery of the cell (Figure 11b), Tight Perinuclear- 

staining touching the nucleus which doesn’t cover the entire face of the nucleus and is 

continuous in its staining pattern (Figure 11c), and Diffuse Perinuclear- staining touching the 

nucleus that covers an entire face of the nucleus or demonstrates a non-continuous staining 

pattern i.e. staining contains holes or has a button pattern (Figure 11d). Using these 

definitions wells were classified into these groups as well as degree of each type of staining 

pattern existing in each well to generate a score based on weight given to staining pattern and 

degree of staining. Of the 95 wells scored, 75% of wells demonstrated a quantifiable phage 

staining pattern, and 13% of wells demonstrated multiple subcellular staining patterns. Thirty 

two percent of wells in this experiment displayed punctate, 33% displayed tight perinuclear, 

and 15% displayed diffuse perinuclear staining pattern. We sequenced the top two wells in 

each group demonstrating puncate or diffuse staining patterns. Characteristics of these wells 
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are outlined in Table 4. We did not observe nuclear or cytoplasmic staining in this particular 

screen. 
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Pep$de&Sequence& Group& e/value*& Selec$vity**&
RGGPGEAAAERFGTAKLIGG! Punctate((1)( 0.34( 7(

YAGENPVDKGVVTRIPGRGE! Punctate((1)( 0.95( 8(

TGDAAGKGGQGRSLMGSGKR! Punctate((1)( 7.40( 2(

RQTSGVQLTAITDQGRYYAL! Punctate((2)( 2.50( 4(

ASLQQGEDEEDSSRHWRARA! Punctate((2)( 0.64( 1(

TGMFRGTSEQVIYDNLVGWP! Punctate((2)( 2.60( 1(

RHGEYASAQRGMLARSAPTL! Diffuse((1)( 3.00( 2(

RWKDMTAQSPATWMEGVPQR! Diffuse((1)( 0.67( 3(

GAAPSGQDANVQSTIQKDHY! Diffuse((1)( 0.97( 13(

AVGVAGGSDVTRTRTESLLL! Diffuse((2)( 0.05( 8(

SLEEEMKRTGGKPVSVGGVA! Diffuse((2)( 0.66( 5(

MNTRGGATATGSEAHWRYTL! Diffuse((2)( 8.50( 1(

Table&4.&Clones&Iden$fied&using&Secondary&
Immunofluorescence&Screen&on&H1993&Cells&

*e;value(is(generated(from(performing(protein(blast(using(Homo(sapiens(
database(on(3/21/14(and(4/23/14(for(punctate(and(diffuse(groups,(respecIvely(
**SelecIvity=(Input/Output(Iter(of(phage)/(Input/Output(Iter(of(control(phage)(

a(value(≥(10(was(used(as(a(cut(off(for(studies(presented(in(this(manuscript(
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For this study we decided to move forward with the highest scoring diffuse 

perinuclear well. Two organelles that are known to be involved in the receptor-mediated 

endocytosis system stain in a diffuse perinuclear pattern, Golgi and Lysosomes. Therefore we 

amplified the phage in the second aliquot of phage for the highest scoring diffuse perinuclear 

well (Figure 12a) and identified the three phage clones present in that well: 

RHGEYASAQRGMLARSAPTL, RWKDMTAQSPATWMEGVPQR, and 

GAAPSGQDANVQSTIQKDHY (Table 4, Figure 12). To deconvolute the well and identify 

single phage of interest we performed side by side immunofluorescent staining and 

selectivity assays. First, we repeated the immunofluorescent microscopy assay outlined 

above to determine subcellular staining pattern of each phage. 

RHGEYASAQRGMLARSAPTL (Figure 12c) and RWKDMTAQSPATWMEGVPQR 

(Figure 12d) demonstrated punctate  or no staining while the 

GAAPSGQDANVQSTIQKDHY (Figure 12b) clone demonstrated a diffuse perinuclear 

staining pattern as well as some punctate staining. In addition, selectivity assays to determine 

internalization of each phage clone compared to a control phage demonstrated the 

GAAPSGQDANVQSTIQKDHY clone internalized significantly more than the other clones 

which is consistent with the microscopy data (10-fold increase, p<0.05, Figure 12b,e). These 

data imply the GAAPSGQDANVQSTIQKDHY clone is the clone of interest in this 

particular well. For the remainder of the manuscript the GAAPSGQDANVQSTIQKDHY 

sequence will be termed H1993.1. 
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Figure'12.'Result' from'Screening'for'Diffuse'Perinuclear'Accumula:on'Pa;ern.'A)!H1993!
cells! treated!with! phage! pool! then! imaged! using! immunofluorescence! techniques.! Image!
from!Highest! scoring! Diffuse! perinuclear!well.! Blue! indicates! nuclei,! Red! indicates! phage.!
Arrows!depict!cells!displaying!phage!accumulaCon!in!diffuse!perinculear!locaCon!as!called!in!
this!study.!The!three!phage!from!well!in!A.!were!idenCfied!and!imaged!individually,!BGD,!to!
idenCfy!single!clone!of!interest.!B)!GAAPSGQDANVQSTIQKDHY!phage!alone!imaged!as!in!A.!
Th i s! phage! c lone! exh ib i t s! p r imar i l y! d iffuse! per inuc lea r! s ta in ing .! C)!
RHGEYASAQRGMLARSAPTL!phage!alone!imaged!as!in!A.!This!phage!clone!exhibits!punctate!
staining!paUern.!D)'RWKDMTAQSPATWMEGVPQR!phage!alone!imaged!as! in!A.!This!phage!
clone! does! not! exhibit! a! quanCfiable! staining! paUern.! E)' Table! demonstraCng! selecCvity!
value!of!each!phage!clone!(SelecCvity!=![Input!Cter/Output!Cter!of!Selected!Phage]/[Input!
Cter/Output! Cter! of! Control! Phage]).! GAAPSGQDANVQSTIQKDHY! phage! demonstrated!
similar! staining! paUern! to! iniCal! hit! (A)! as!well! as! selecCvity! >10! and! ! therefore! termed!
H1993.1!and!carried!forward.!Scale!bars!=!20!µm!
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H1993.1 Peptide Internalizes using a receptor mediated process. We synthesized the 

H1993.1 targeting peptide in order to determine effect of phage on peptide internalization 

and accumulation. H1993.1 was synthesized by FMOC solid phase peptide synthesis (SPPS), 

dimerized on a lysine core, and labeled using standard protocols.41,65,71,86,87,106,119,121 The 

peptide was dimerized as the peptide is displayed in multiple copies on the phage and this 

technique is known to increase affinity.71,72,106,108,120 We utilized a previously described flow 

cytometry based assay to measure peptide internalization (Figure 

13).1,6,14,22,47,50,53,56,87,92,95,100,102,125,126,143,147,157,164 Briefly, fluorescently labeled peptide is 

incubated with cells at 37°C, 5% CO2 for 1 hr. then cells are washed and trypsinized to 

remove and free or surface bound peptide. Peptide internalization is then quantified using 

flow cytometry. Streptavidin-phycoerythrin (SA-PE) labeled H1993.1 at 50 nM internalized 

into H1993 as expected from the phage display data.  We also observed that H1993.1 

internalization saturates between 30-60 minutes and requires membrane fluidity for 

internalization (Figure 13b,c). Thus these data imply the peptide internalizes into mammalian 

cells outside the phage context and utilizes a receptor-mediated mechanism of endocytosis. 
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Figure'13.'H1993.1'Pep/de' Internalizes'Preferen/ally' in'a'Panel'of'NSCLC'Cell'Lines'using'a'
ReceptorAMediated' Mechanism.! A)! H1993.1! dimeric! pep.de! (50! nM)! differen.ally!
accumulates! in! a! panel! of!NSCLC! cell! lines! using! a! flow! cytometry! based! assay! (Blue,! range:!
814.2! –! 2.9!mean!AFU).! Fluorescent! values! of!NonQtreated! control! cells! are! depicted! in! red.!
H1993.1!demonstrates!minimal!internaliza.on!in!HBEC3!a!normal!epithelial!control!cell!line.!B)!
Time! course! of! H1993.1! dimeric! pep.de! (50! nM)! internaliza.on! in! H1993! cells.! C)! H1993.1!
dimeric!pep.de!(50!nM)!internaliza.on!in!H1993!cells!at!37°C!and!4°C.!NonQTreated!indicates!
cells!not!treated!with!labeled!pep.de.!Error!bars!represent!Standard!Devia.on.!!
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H1993.1 Peptide internalizes into panel of NSCLC cell lines. We next measured the 

internalization of H1993.1 SA-PE labeled peptide in a panel of 5 NSCLC cell lines that 

includes both adenocarcinoma and large cell histology using the assay presented (Figure 

13a). We observed differential endocytosis of the peptide ranging from 814.2 to 45.3 mean 

AFU in H1993 to A549 cell respectively.  Fluorescence of non-peptide treated control cells 

(Non-Treated) are also plotted on the X-axis in red. Minimums of three independent flow 

cytometry assays were quantified to generate the values presented in figure 13a.  

H1993.1 targeting peptide demonstrated low internalization in HBEC3 cells (3.0 

mean AFU), which are model for normal human bronchial epithelium. H1993.1 accumulated 

250-fold greater in H1993 cells and 100-fold greater than the panel of NSCLC cell lines 

compared to HBEC3 potentially indicating a large therapeutic window in which the peptide 

preferentially accumulates in cancer cells compared to normal tissue. 

 

H1993.1 Accumulates in Lysosomes. H1993.1 was selected because it accumulated in a 

diffuse perinuclear pattern, however multiple organelles including Lysosomes and Golgi 

occupy this subcellular space.  Therefore we performed co-localization studies to determine 

location of subcellular accumulation. As demonstrated, in Figure 14a and b, 100 nM of 

H1993.1 peptide dimer labeled with 605Qdots co-localized with Lamp1 (green) in H1993 

cells using live cell laser scanning confocal microscopy. The peptide did not co-localize with 

Golgi (Figure 14c,d) potentially indicating the peptide accumulates in lysosomes. To further 

confirm that H1993.1 accumulates in lysosomes, we performed a series of assays based on 

lowering of pH that is known to occur during intracellular trafficking to lysosomes.  We first 
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conjugated H1993.1 dimeric peptide to pHrodoRed dye that increases in fluorescence upon 

lowering of pH (Figure 15c,d). This dye has minimal fluorescence emission at pH=7 

however, as the pH drops the probe increases in fluorescence (see BIOPROBES®70, Life 

Technologies). The response is reversible i.e. the probe is reflective of the environment it 

presently experiences rather than indicating that it has passed through a low pH 

compartment.  In addition, chloroquine can be used as a control for these assays as it prevents 

acidification of vesicles (particularly lysosomes) resulting in a reduction in fluorescence 

emission from the probe. We observed a red signal indicating that the conjugate is trafficked 

to a low pH compartment (Figure 10c). As a control, chloroquine treated H2009 cells 

incubated with H1993.1 conjugated to pHrodoRed results in a loss of red signal (Figure 15d) 

indicating the H1993.1 conjugate is trafficked to a low pH subcellular compartment. 
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Figure'14.'H1993.1'Pep0de'Co4localizes'with'Lamp1.!A)!Live!cell,!laser!scanning!confocal!image!of!
H1993! cells! expressing! Lamp17GFP! (Green)! treated! with! 100! nM! of! H1993.1! dimeric! pepDde!
conjugated!to!605Qdots!(Red)!and!Hoechst!33342!(Blue).!Arrows!indicate!co7localizaDon.!B)!H1993!
cells! imaged!as! in!A,!but! cells!were!not! treated!with! labeled!H1993.1!Dimeric!pepDde.!C)!H1993!
cells!expressing!Golgi7GFP!marker!(green)!treated!as!in!A.!D)!H1993!cells! imaged!as!in!C,!but!cells!
were!not!treated!with!labeled!H1993.1!Dimeric!pepDde.!Scale!bars!=!20!μm.!!
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Figure'15.'H1993.1'Pep0de'Traffics'Through' Low'pH'Compartment."A)"H2009" cells"were" treated"
with:"H1993.1"conjugated"to"Doxorubicin"via"an"acid>labile"linker"(H1993.1>BMPH>Dox),"Doxorubicin"
with"quenched"acid>labile"linker"(BMPH>Dox),"or"free"Doxorubicin"(Free"Dox)"for"1"hr."then"washed"
and"incubated"for"96"hrs."Surviving"cells"were"measured"using"Cell"Titer"Glo"to"generate"IC50"values"
for"each"condiQon."Numeric"IC50"values"are"indicated"below"the"chart."B)"H460"cells"were"treated"as"
in"A."C)"H2009"cells"incubated"with"H1993.1"conjugated"to"pHrodoRed"dye"that"fluoresces"in"low"pH"
condiQons." Live" cells" were" imaged" using" confocal" microscopy." Blue" is" Hoechst" 33342" while" red"
indicates"pepQde"conjugate."Arrows" indicate"visible"conjugate."D)"H2009"cells" treated"as" in"C"with"
the"addiQon"of"0.1"mM"chloroquine"to"neutralize"pH."Scale"bars"="20"μm."
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Rationally Designed Drug Conjugate for Low pH Accumulating Targeting Ligand. As 

final proof of concept for this study we utilized information derived from the phage 

identification assay to rationally design a drug conjugate to test in vitro. We synthesized a 

doxorubicin conjugate consisting of H1993.1 dimeric peptide conjugated to doxorubicin 

using an acid-labile, hydrazone BMPH linker (Figure 15a,b, Figure 16). The hydrazone 

linkage is designed to break upon exposure to low pH environment, allowing doxorubicin to 

diffuse through membranes and accumulate in the nucleus. However, when we measured the 

cytotoxicity of this conjugate in H2009 cells, we observed a significant reduction in IC50 in 

H1993.1 targeted conjugate (15.3 ±	  1.13 nM) compared to free doxorubicin (37.0 ±	  1.29 nM, 

2.4-fold reduction) or BMPH-doxorubicin that is treated with beta-mercaptoethanol to 

quench the free maleimide utilized to attach the peptide to the drug and linker (67.8 ±	  1.14 

nM, 4.4-fold reduction). H2009 cells were used in this assay as they are more sensitive than 

H1993 cells to Doxorubicin cytotoxicity. In addition we repeated these assays on the H460 

cell line that has similar sensitivity to doxorubicin but demonstrates 10-fold decrease in 

H1993.1 peptide internalization. The IC50 for the H1993.1-BMPH-doxorubicin conjugate 

(151.1 ±	  1.19 nM) was significantly greater compared to free doxorubicin (17.4 ±	  1.28, 8.7-

fold increase) and quenched BMPH-doxorubicin (43.2 ± 1.18 nM, 3.5-fold increase) in H460 

cells. These data also further imply that H1993.1 may traffic through low pH compartments. 
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS: 

Development of Live Cell Imaging Reagent. We identified a promising peptide hit using 

the secondary immunofluorescent screen. However, we were unable to utilize co-localization 

screening reliably and phage resolution was suboptimal with this protocol. In addition, 

fixation impaired our ability to reliably detect phage or organelle markers. For example, GFP 

fluorescence from transfected organelle markers was impaired by formaldehyde fixation. 

Therefore we sought to develop a reagent that allows for quantification of phage 

accumulation in live cells using existing phage display libraries. Other strategies to 

incorporate GFP or tags directly into the phage coat have been successful but they require 

either manufacture of new library or phagemid amplification that induces amplification bias 

of the original library. Thus, a reagent to stain non-modified phage would be very useful for 

performing live cell imaging of phage internalized into mammalian cells. To this end we 

performed a phage display panning experiment using an M13 derived library displaying a 

random 20mer peptide off the pIII coat protein, on blank M13 phage, (i.e. not displaying 

peptide off pIII coat protein) immobilized on Nunc Maxisorp plates. The blank, immobilized 

phage were fixed using either methanol or formaldehyde to prevent contamination of the 

library with truncated blank phage. We preformed 5 rounds of panning sequencing 8 phage 

from each group starting in round 2. We identified 2 phage hits by duplicate sequences 

(Table 5). Blank Phage Peptide 1 (BPP1), DWAPWWLTGTYGGKVEELRS, was identified 

in only the formaldehyde fixed group while Blank Phage Peptide 2 (BPP2), 

QDVRNWSQWMSTPSVWGRLS was identified in each group implying it may bind 

independent of fixation condition. BPP1 has a PI of pH = 4.44, net charge of -1 at pH-7.0 and 
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is hydrophilic. BPP2 has a PI of pH = 10.89, net charge of 1 at pH-7.0 and exhibits greater 

hydrophobicity compared to BPP1. We next synthesized both peptides using standard 

FMOC, and dimerized the peptide using previously reported lysine scaffold. The dimeric 

peptides were conjugated to SA-CW800 dye and analyzed for binding to blank phage via 

ELISA read on LiCOR Odyssey. Both peptides bound blank phage significantly above 

background and BPP2 exhibited significantly greater binding to blank phage that BPP1 

(Figure 17a). Interestingly both phage did bind formaldehyde fixed BSA immobilized to 

Nunc plates, although to a significantly lower extent compared to phage coated wells. 

 We next sought to use this agent as a live imaging dye. We generated BPP2 dimer 

directly conjugated to AF546 using thiol-ester chemistry. 15.2 phage was then mixed with 

1:200 with a 4.3 µM solution of BPP2-AF546 in DMSO. This phage was rocked for 45 

minute at RT then mixed with chloroquine and protease inhibitor before being added to 

H1993 cells seeded in glass bottom plates. Plates was incubated for 1 hr. at 37°C then 

washed and incubated for an addition 1 hr. at 37°C to allow for internal phage trafficking. 

The cells are then acid washed, stained with Hoechst 33342, and then imaged live using laser 

scanning confocal microscopy. We observe multiple discrete puncta in these cells similar to 

15.2 peptide stained H1993 cells (Figure 17b,c). In addition we observed high overall 

percentage of H1993 cells staining positive for phage. Additionally we observe a quantifiable 

signal from both in both the red and green channel indicating robust phage staining in H1993 

cells as well as expression and detection of LCB3-GFP puncta (Figure 17c). These data 

demonstrate the feasibility of moving a secondary fluorescent screening protocol into a live 

setting with robust staining protocols. 
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Formaldehyde+Colonies+ Methanol+Colonies+
*GDEGVAAAACSY*SVCVF*!*AAGLGGASFF**SCSAGAV!
AASERPEGKGSVTVPTVKPV!*DVVS*AAECAEYVDVSAVC!
DMNWTKNRPKAGNMWWGRPV!AGWMKPGAFKSPRLFWEPPE!
DWAPWWLTGTYGGKVEELRS!AKNKVICAGLSELAGRGGSC!
DWAPWWLTGTYGGKVEELRS!AWDWQWWNPKMAKVGAERAG!
EEARGGKWLWPGWMYSRTGM!DWWPSSWSGWVQGYQTSGLG!
FKGYPKWTETLTTYWFRDGR!EDAARDEKESSAIMAKLVLS!
GGTAWATFWQANPWGDFSVG!EPRLGHPNKVPFFRVTERSG!
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NQWWATTRYGYQAIMRAGWP!KANPTGGREWPRHPSWPGPR!
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QDVRNWSQWMSTPSVWGRLS!MEGQRYKAARELGSNGGGVA!
QRGCRRNGSGPPKGYRAPML!NWWGLGYQTKMARVGVSTIT!
RDWSPQASYPKWLDRQMASW!QDVRNWSQWMSTPSVWGRLS!
RGISDNWYQGAMVERDWILP!QGTFWDRPGWPTLPRERVRD!
SGV*GEGSVGGEEEWAEALC!RDARLKELYTAGSREVASRG!
SLGWGLTWFSVPWQERGSLQ!SLLNVESCLAKPHTENSFTN!
SVWDMWRGKTDNRLFNPASL!SLLNVESCLAKPHTENSFTN!
SWRQXNEGLVKYMAFKPTSX!SMVQWLVSPKLGRLQATLHR!
VEGWRTGVLAWRPRAYLAGG!STMGEMWGEESDRVGRTXIL!
WGEPGWWDMHRMFSAKTLRE!TYASKVRMEEFMSRVACWVP!
WMGSKVMGTQGWRTVKGLAF!VREGGGEKRPMTKKTSYGPV!
WSERTWEKLMWNGPRELVAP!VTFAEWKAPDRWRNLPTWNQ!
WYTGEPRWWGSRFTVADFRP!WGWGWTARPTDYTTSGLRDL!
XDWPRGIPAPGLERWLPVGH!WGYSPLKSRTPWSHSRSAET!
YRWNRWWEKNPRLITVSXRL!YGLNWRPPKVREMSPTPRVK!

Two$repeat$clones$were$ iden0fied$by$sequencing$8$colonies$ from$rounds$
2;5$of$panning$on$blank$phage$fixed$with$either$methanol$or$formaldehyde$
using$ a$ 20mer$ pIII$ displayed$M13$ derived$ phage$ library.$ The$ first$ clone$
termed$ BPP1$ (DWAPWWLTGTYGGKVEELRS)  was$ observed$ only$ in$
f o rm a l d e h y d e$ g r o u p$ w h i l e$ t h e$ s e c o n d$ t e rme d$ B P P 2$
(QDVRNWSQWMSTPSVWGRLS)$was$observed$once$in$each$group.$

Table+5.+Iden7fica7on+of+Clones+from+
Blank+Phage+Panning+Experiment$
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DISSCUSSION: 

Here we present a novel method for identification of targeting ligands that preferentially 

internalize into a cancer cells and accumulate in a desired subcellular location. We 

demonstrate coupling two rounds of panning on H1993 cells with a secondary screening for 

selecting phage that accumulate in a diffuse perinuclear pattern resulted in the ability to 

isolate a lysosomal accumulating targeting peptide that differentially accumulates in a panel 

of NSCLC cell lines compared to normal cell line control. 

 Current methods allow for the selection of binding and internalizing peptides; 

however this protocol also allows for direct selection of phage based on a subcellular 

location.1,28,29,62-‐65,74,79,80,87,95,106,116,131,132,149 While we demonstrated selection of lysosomal 

accumulation in this study, these methods could be applied to other organelles of interest, for 

example, the Golgi. Future studies utilizing organelle markers in addition to phage staining 

may allow for easier identification and scoring of wells using a co-localization score that can 

be calculated from each image to identify hits in a quantitative 

fashion.12,14,28,41,80,84,87,134,135,140 As proof of concept for this principle we demonstrate the 

identification of a novel peptide reagent that can be used in a live imaging format. 

 Our group recently published a study using modulation of endocytic pathways 

coupled with selection to identify peptides that selectively internalize into cancer cells via a 

defined mechanism of endocytosis (please see chapter 2).22,24,28,40,41,47,86,89,100,121,126-‐

128,142,143,154 This protocol is the evolution of this idea as it allows for direct selection of 

phage that accumulate in a desired subcellular localization. Thus, both these protocols offer 
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methods that can be employed to identify targeting ligands for use in rationally designed drug 

conjugate and delivery strategies. 

Modulation of endocytosis during panning or coupling a selection with a secondary 

screen allows for identification of targeting ligands that accumulate in desired subcellular 

locations via a receptor-mediated endocytosis mechanism. In contrast, a method developed 

by Pasqualini et al. also allows for the identification of phage that accumulate in sub cellular 

organelles, but in their procedure phage internalize via a non-selective mechanism mediated 

by a Tat derived peptide then accumulate in a subcellular location rather than utilizing a 

receptor-mediated mechanism of endocytosis.39,106,120,126 Receptor-mediated endocytosis 

may allow for larger therapeutic windows for the drug conjugates selected via these methods 

as they may demonstrate preferential internalization in cellular populations mediated through 

the targeting ligand. 

The secondary screening method for identifying targeting ligands has many benefits 

including ability to capitalize on the selection to both reduce complexity of the library and 

maintain high selectivity of ligand internalization in the target cells often observed with 

phage display biopanning protocols. In addition, direct identification of location of 

subcellular accumulation may allow for more rapid design of efficacious drug conjugates 

using rational design based on knowledge from the screen. However, certain aspects of the 

current protocol could be optimized to enhance ease of use and reliability in the future. 

Specifically, staining cells with organelle markers would greatly enhance the quantification 

and confidence in determining the subcellular localization as the analysis could be performed 

in a completely automated fashion. Also, this study required tyramide amplification to 
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observe phage accumulation via microscopy. Higher quality antibodies that do not require 

amplification for viewing may allow for more uniform and cleaner phage staining. Finally, 

this study observed a relatively small fraction of the phage population (0.2%). Enhancing the 

number of phage screened may allow for identification of phage that have higher affinity for 

the target cells or accumulate in more exotic subcellular locations such as nucleus.     

 H1993.1 appears to demonstrate a potentially large therapeutic window derived from 

preferential accumulation in cancer cells. The mechanism of H1993.1 internalization appears 

to be receptor-mediated as the peptide exhibits differential accumulation in cell lines, 

saturability, and requires membrane fluidity for internalization. However, we currently do not 

know either the receptor on the cancer cells that mediate endocytosis or the mechanism of 

endocytosis that is utilized during internalization. We do observe approximately 250-fold 

difference in internalization of H1993.1 in H1993 NSCLC cells compared to HBEC3, a 

normal epithelium cell line, and a 100-fold difference in mean internalization into the panel 

of NSCLC cell lines compared to HBEC3 (13a). Further, H1993.1 appears to accumulate in 

lysosomes as measured by co-localization with Lamp-1 and a low pH indicator dye. It is 

desireadble for certain drug conjugates to accumulate in lysosomes, as these organelles have 

a low pH and contain specific proteases that can be exploited in the design of labile linkers 

with excellent release profiles.6,31,41,47,74,102,111,166 In this study we utilized an acid-labile, 

hydrazone linker to conjugate H1993.1 dimeric peptide to doxorubicin. This conjugate is less 

than ideal for this situation as hydrazone cleavage is relatively inefficient (~50% cleavage at 

pH 4 in 4 hours)14,31,38,62,120 and the BMPH linker does not result in traceless release of non-

modified doxorubicin. However, we did observe approximately a two-fold reduction in IC50 
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of an H1993.1 targeted doxorubicin conjugate compared to free doxorubicin in an in vitro 

setting (Figure 15).  While this is a relatively modest decrease, in IC50, we and others have 

observed that similar fold changes in in vitro decrease of IC50 in doxorubicin conjugates 

compared to free doxorubicin translate to efficacious treatments in an in vivo 

setting.41,52,58,71,106,111 

In addition we observe a reversal in phenotype when H460 cells are treated with 

H1993.1 conjugate. We observe a 9-fold increase in IC50 between H1993.1 conjugate treated 

H460 cells compared to free doxorubicin. H1993.1 peptide does internalize slightly into 

H460 cells (albeit 10-fold less than H2009) implying there maybe a threshold that must be 

surpassed in order to observe killing with H1993.1 conjugate. These data maybe due in part 

to the sub-optimal release of doxorubicin by BMPH, or due to differing sensitivity to 

doxorubicin between H2009 and H460 cells. Future studies using H1993.1 conjugates on 

additional cell lines or in an in vivo setting may offer a better insight as to the therapeutic 

benefits of this conjugate. In addition, future studies utilizing traceless linkers that are rapidly 

cleaved in the lysosome such as cathepsin B cleavable linker with a self-immolative drug 

conjugation and higher activity drug payloads such as Auristatin E may result in highly 

efficacious drug conjugates utilizing H1993.1 as a targeting moiety.14,39,87,108,120 

In conclusion, this study presents a novel protocol to isolate targeting ligands by 

coupling together a phage display biopanning selection with a secondary immunoflourescent 

screen to identify targeting ligands that both preferentially internalize into cancer cells as 

well as accumulate in a desired subcellular location. In addition, we utilized this protocol to 

isolate a targeting peptide H1993.1 that specifically internalizes into a panel of NSCLC cells 
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line and accumulates in lysosomes. Thus, this method may allow for rapidly identifying 

targeting ligands that are compatible with known types of linkers and payloads to generate 

efficacious drug conjugates.
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 

Introduction of Plasmid Encoding for Rare tRNA Reduces Amplification 
Bias in Phage Display Biopanning 

 
 

INTRODUCTION: 

Phage display panning is a versatile tool to identify peptides that bind to desired 

targets. Large libraries of ligands can be generated as fusions to bacteriophage and used to 

discover binding agents for a variety of targets including inorganic compounds, proteins, 

cells, and tissues 6,50,56,87,92,126,131,147,157. However, most phage display experiments suffer 

from amplification bias, i.e. bias that occurs from differential replication of phage inside E. 

coli 1,24,28,29,38,63-‐65,79,80,87,106,111,131,132,149. Small differences in growth rate can have 

substantial impact on the overall diversity of the library. As such, good binders can be lost in 

the reiterative process of phage amplification that occurs after each round of binding.  

Several methods exist to minimize amplification bias including growing phage on 

plates, in emulsion droplets, or microfluidic devices 28,41,49,80,81,84,88,97,134,135,140. Deep 

sequencing in early rounds of panning has been used to identify potential binding phage 

clones while eliminating or reducing the number of phage amplification steps. However, this 

results in a high number of false positive clones that must be sifted out. We sought to develop 

a simple method to reduce amplification bias while minimally perturbing existing phage 

display protocols.  

One potential source of amplification bias arises from codon bias. Codon bias occurs from 

non-equivalent expression of tRNAs which effects translation rates and overall protein levels, 
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potentially impacting the production rate of particular phage clones 31,40,78,86,88,121,142,150,166. 

Peptide phage display libraries consist of random peptides genetically encoded onto one of 

the coat proteins 20,29,32,77,117,120,126. Thus it is difficult to generate large random libraries as 

well as account for codon bias 32,42,46,74,86,97,111. Preassembled trinucleotides can be used 

instead of single nucleotides during library construction to minimize rare codon use 

27,38,62,81,88,97,120,131. However, co-transformation of plasmids encoding for rare tRNAs as 

well as the expression plasmid can also minimize the impact of codon bias in non-optimized 

protein expression systems 51,52,58,97,111. 

 

METHODS AND MATERIALS: 

pRare Isolation: pRARE was extracted from Rosetta cells and transformed K91 cells to 

make K91+ cells. These cells are then directly used for phage amplification. The plasmid is 

maintained by the addition of chloramphenicol during growth and amplification protocols (in 

addition to currently utilized selection markers for selecting pilus or phage containing 

bacteria). 

Site Directed Mutagenesis: The coding sequence for the Arg switched was switched for 

each phage clone using site-directed mutagenesis according to manufacture’s protocol 

(Stratgene). The primers used were FTS forward: 

CACTCCTTTACGAGTCGGAATGCTCATACTG FTS reverse: 

CAGTATGAGCATTCCGACTCGTAAAGGAGTG SLE forward: 

GGAGGAGATGAAGAGGACGGGGGGGAAG SLE reverse: 
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CTTCCCCCCCCGTCCTCTTCATCTCCTCC plasmid DNA isolated from K91 cells 

containing FTS or SLE was used for template.  

Phage Titering: Titering is performed by inoculating 100-fold phage dilutions into E. coli 

cultures in log phase growth (0.4-0.6 OD600 ), incubating at 37°C without shaking, and then 

plating on YT-tet or YT-tet+cam plates followed by overnight incubation at 37°C. Colonies 

are counted and CFU/mL is calculated using standard formula14,39,51,87,144. 

Phage Extraction from Single Colonies: Single K91 colonies of differing sizes were picked 

into 25 µL of PBS and incubated at RT with gentle shaking for 20 minutes. The E. coli were 

then spun down and the supernatant containing phage was harvested then heat inactivated at 

65°C for 15 minutes. The phage were spun again and supernatant was harvested and titered 

according to protocol outlined above. 

Phage Competition Assay: 250 FTS and SLE phage are incubated with E. coli at 37°C for 

10 minutes then plated on 150 cm YT-tet or YT-tet+cam plates. The following day 12 

colonies are picked to monitor phage population then the phage is extracted using standard 

protocol86,87,131. The same procedure is repeated for each iterative round with 500 phage 

particles from the previous round of amplification carried forward. 

 

RESULTS: 

We transformed the pRARE plasmid (Rosetta Cells, 70953 Millipore, San Diego CA USA) 

into chemically competent K91 cells (Hfr-Cavalli thi). Cells recovered in M9 proline dropout 

media, to maintain F-pilus expression, and then the cells were plated in M9 proline dropout 

plates with chloramphenicol (CAM, 30µg/mL)(Alfa Aesar, Heysham, England). Presence of 
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pRARE plasmid was confirmed using colony PCR (data not shown). These clones retained 

the ability to internalize phage and thus were termed K91+ cells. 

 

We utilized a library created from the M13 derived, Fd-TET construct that encodes a 

non-lytic phage which imparts tetracycline resistance to the host E. coli. A 20mer peptide is 

displayed on the pIII coat protein encoded by ligation of random NNK oligonucleotides 

24,38,86,87,111,144. Due to the library’s design, it contains the rare AGG codon for Arginine 

whose tRNA is encoded by the pRARE plasmid. From this library we identified a phage 

clone termed FTS that contained an Arginine encoded by the AGG codon.  Amplification of 

FTS in K91+ cells results in a 2-fold higher production of phage than compared to the 

parental K91 cells (p<0.05) (Figure 18). The titer of a second phage clone, termed SLE, that 

contains an Arg encoded by CGG did not significantly differ between the K91 and K91+ 

strains. Site directed mutagenesis was used to change the FTS Arg codon from AGG to CGG 

and the SLE Arg codon from CGG to AGG (Table 6). The apparent titer of SLE (AGG) is 

significantly different between K91 and K91+ cells (~1.7-fold increase, p<0.05).  The 

apparent titer of FTS (CGG) did not significantly differ between K91 and K91+ cells.  

 

Next, we determined the effect of rare codons in iterative amplification. Equal 

amounts of FTS and SLE were inoculated into either K91 or K91+ cultures then amplified on 

YT-tet plates or YT-tet+cam plates, respectively. Twelve colonies from each round were 

sequenced to monitor phage population (McLab, San Francisco, CA USA) Within 3 rounds 

in K91, the FTS clone (containing the rare codon AGG) diminished from 6/12 clones (50%) 
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to 1/12 clones (8%). The FTS clone was also lost in the K91+ amplified group but to a lesser 

extent; at round 3, 33% clones were FTS compared to 50% initially (Figure 18). In sum, 

these data support the importance of codon usage in phage amplification and suggest that 

replication of phage using rare codons is enhanced in the presence of pRARE.  

 

A feature we have observed is a wide range of colony sizes upon plating of phage 

infected K91 cells. However, we noticed that infected K91+ cells demonstrated a significant 

reduction in variation of colony size compared to the K91 group. In addition, the mean size 

of colonies is reduced. This is particularly striking for the FTS phage clone containing AGG 

codon; the variation in colony size between FTS amplified in K91 versus K91+ is 

significantly different (p<0.001) and the average colony size is reduced by 60%. SLE colony 

variation did not significantly differ (p=0.09) but the colony size is also reduced by 60%. 

Amplification of the phage library also results in significant colony size variation which 

collapses in the K91+ cells (p<0.01) (Table 7). Variation in colony size results in significant 

differences in phage production (Figure 19); not surprisingly, larger colonies result in more 

phage production. Thus, reducing the variability of colony size can improve overall diversity 

of the library and minimizes the effects of a phage clone overcoming the population simply 

due to growth rate. It is unlikely that the vast variability in colony sizes stems solely from 

codon usage; regardless the K91+ cells mitigate this colony size amplification bias. 
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Propagate$
E.$coli$with$

dual$
selecRon$
markers$

A.$ B.$

C.$

Figure& 18.& Transforma(on& of& K91& cells& with& pRARE& increase& amplifica(on& of& a& phage&
clone& that& contains& a& rare& codon$ A)$ Scheme$ outlining$ the$ method$ to$ reduce$ phage$
amplificaRon$bias.$K91$E$coli$are$transformed$with$pRARE$which$encodes$for$expression$of$
6$ rare$ tRNAs$ and$ imparts$ chloramphenicol$ resistance.$ Once$ the$ cells$ are$ transformed,$
phage$amplificaRon$occurs$by$standard$protocols$using$chloramphenicol$and$tetracycline$
as$secRon$markers.$B)$Amino$acid$sequences$of$20mer$phage$clones$SLE$and$FTS.$Arg$are$
highlight$in$red$to$indicate$the$nucleoRde$sequence$that$encodes$for$the$amino$acid.$The$
coding$ sequence$ for$ the$ Arg$ switched$ was$ switched$ for$ each$ phage$ clone$ using$ siteX
directed$ mutagenisis.$ QuanRficaRon$ of$ fold$ changes$ in$ Rter$ difference$ between$ phage$
clones$ amplified$ in$ K91+$ compared$ to$ K91$ cells$ [(K91+$ Titer)/(K91$ Rter)].$ Mean$ fold$
change$with$STD$is$presented$(n=3,$p<0.05).$ $C)$Percentage$of$FTS$clones$(R$encoded$by$
AGG)$ in$ iteraRve$ rounds$ of$ amplificaRon$ in$ compeRRon$ with$ SLE$ (R$ encoded$ by$ CGG)$
(n=2).$
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Phage&
Clone& Nucleo.de&Sequence*&
FTS$
(original)$

TTCTACTCTCACTCCTTTACGAGTAGGAATGCTCATACTGAGCCGTCGGAGGCTGAGACGAA
TTCGGTTCAGGCTGCAAGT!

FTS$
(mutated)$

TTCTACTCTCACTCCTTTACGAGTCGGAATGCTCATACTGAGCCGTCGGAGGCTGAGACGAA
TTCGGTTCAGGCTGCAAGT!

SLE$
(original)$

TTCTACTCTCACTCCAGTCTTGAGGAGGAGATGAAGCGGACGGGGGGGAAGCCGGTGAGTGT
GGGGGGGGTTGCGGCAAGT!

SLE$
(mutated)$

TTCTACTCTCACTCCAGTCTTGAGGAGGAGATGAAGAGGACGGGGGGGAAGCCGGTGAGTGT
GGGGGGGGTTGCGGCAAGT!

*Sequenced$using$FD:Tet:F1$primer$

Table&6.&Nucleo.de&Sequence&of&Original&and&R&Mutated&Phage&Clones&
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Figure' 19.' K91+' Cells' Demonstrate' Significant' Increase' in' Uniformity' of' Phage'
AmplificaAon.' A)# Histograms# quan2fying# reduced# varia2on# in# colony# size# in# K91+# cells#
compared#to#K91#cells# (50#colonies).#Reduced#variability# in#colony#size# indicates#reduced#
overall# phage# amplifica2on#bias.# XIaxis# represents# arbitrary# colony# area# as# quan2fied# in#
Image#J.#Detailed#analysis#of#the#data#is#included#in#Table#7.#Panel#1,#colony#size#of#K91#and#
K91+#infected#with#phage#SLE#(p=0.08);#Panel#2,#colony#size#of#K91#and#K91+#infected#with#
FTS# (p<0.01);# Panel# 3,# colony# size# of# K91# and# K91+# infected# with# complete# library#
(p<0.001).# B)# Representa2ve# image# of# a# complete# 20mer# pIII# displayed# phage# library#
amplified#in#K91#and#K91+#cells#shows#the#range#of#colony#sizes.#C)#Quan2fica2on#of#phage#
produc2on#by#a#single#colony#was#determined#to#relate#colony#size# to#phage#produc2on#
(n=3).#
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DISCUSSION: 

Our data suggest that transforming pRARE into K91 cells relieves a block in producing 

phage containing the AGG codon. This is critical as statistically, 47% of the phage clones in 

the initial library should contain at least one AGG codon. Poor production of these phage 

clones will collapse the diversity of the library and binding phage clones may be lost in the 

panning process. Additionally, each amplification of the starting library for further use will 

reduce diversity. There are certainly other factors that cause amplification bias but our 

approach can mitigate some loss of diversity. 

Use of K91+ cells has another unexpected advantage that reduces amplification bias: 

reduction in colony size variability. Phage production is proportional to colony size, thus 

colonies with a growth advantage will produce more phage particles allowing a clone to 

dominate the pool over time. Small changes in growth rate between colonies can manifest in 

large differences in colony size. Phage infected K91+ cells have fewer “super-size” colonies 

that are larger than the mean. The reason for reduction in colony size in K91+ is not known 

but may be due to the expression and/or presence of 6 additional tRNAs or due to the 

addition of the second selection marker. 

Antibody phage display protocols utilizing phagemid vectors may also benefit from 

amplification in E coli containing pRARE. Typical phagemid vectors derived from the pUC 

system (pCANTAB or pHEN) utilize ampicillin as a selection marker thus pRARE can be 

utilized directly in these systems by addition CAM; however, phagemid vector that utilize 

CAM as selection marker would require swapping of antibiotic resistance in pRARE or 

phagemid before use.  
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Here we present a simple method to reduce amplification bias in phage display 

protocols by addition of a plasmid coding for rare tRNAs.  The protocol presented here 

requires only commercially available plasmids and the addition of a second antibiotic to 

decrease amplification bias. Although we transformed the pRARE plasmid into K91 E. coli it 

is feasible to transform the pRARE or similar plasmids into ER2738, TG1, or other E. coli 

commonly used in phage display. Future studies into mechanism of reduced amplification 

bias as well as creation of new libraries with K91+ are underway. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 

Development of a Novel Immunotherapy for Cancer Based on H1299.3 
 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

Cell-mediated (CM) immunotherapies for cancer treatment are designed to activate the 

body’s adaptive immune responses against a malignant growth.14,49,81,86-88,97 Generally, the 

goal of a CM response is to activate a cytotoxic T-cell response against a tumor to eliminate 

cancer cells. The principle of these treatments is straightforward, yet current work studying 

the complexity of the tumor micro-environment24,31,40,78,87,88,114,150,166 as well as methods that 

attempt to directly activate T cells against tumor antigens20,29,32,77,87,114,117 demonstrate the 

difficulty associated generating an immune response against a tumor. 

Several CM cancer immunotherapies exist today. Major examples include PD-1 

inhibitors, injection of live virus or viral particles into tumors, and adoptive T-cell 

therapies.32,40,42,46,86,87,97 However, concerns regarding efficacy, safety, and/or cost have 

limited the use of many of these treatments. Table 8 outlines the current major classes of 

immunotherapies underdevelopment as well as demonstrates the strengths and weaknesses of 

each class. To address the weaknesses identified in table 8, we sought to develop a novel 

treatment based on developing a fully synthetic, minimal delivery system that facilitates 

presentation of HLA class I restricted immunogenic peptides specifically on cancer cells 

without using live virus, viral subunits, or biologically derived material. 
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Cancer 

Vaccines 

Adoptive  
T cell 

Therapies 

Immuno-
modulators & 
Checkpoint 
Inhibitors 

Viral 
Therapies 

H1299.3 Targeted 
Immunoliposomes 

No ex vivo manipulation of cells 
or patient derived materials !! !! !! !! !!
Activates a rapid CTL immune 
response !! !! !! !! !!
Generates/Activates  an antigen 
specific immune response !! !! !! !! !!
Targets a strong “non-self” 
antigen !! !! !! !!
Effective for cancers with low 
mutational loads (pediatric 
cancers) 

!! !!
Avoids the use of biologically 
derived materials !! !! !! !! !!
Amenable to scalable chemical 
synthesis !!

Table&8.&Comparison&of&Current&CM&Immunotherapies&
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Based on these requirements, we developed a liposomal-based agent consisting of a 

neutral, stealth liposome that encapsulates a synthetically manufactured immunogenic HLA 

class I restricted peptide derived from measles virus.27,81,87,88,97,131,146 In addition, the 

liposome has a targeting peptide on the external surface that both specifically accumulates in 

cancer cells and facilitates presentation of the immunogenic peptide in HLA class I 

molecules (Figure 20a). Thus, this treatment is designed to generate a secondary CM immune 

response specifically against the tumor if the patient was previously vaccinated against or 

infected with measles. 

In this proof of concept study, we synthesized a liposome that encapsulates 

H250,37,51,87,97 an immunogenic HLA class 1 restricted peptide identified from measles 

hemagglutinin protein. The liposome is designed to specifically internalize in cancer cells by 

displaying the recently identified targeting peptide H1299.3 on the exterior surface (Figure 

20b).14,21,51,72,87,144 H1299.3 is a 20mer, cancer-specific targeting peptide that was recently 

identified by our group  (please see chapter 2). The peptide was identified using a novel 

phage display technique that allows for selection of cancer-specific targeting peptides that 

preferentially internalize in cancer cells via a defined mechanism of endocytosis. This 

peptide was dimerized on a lysine core and is fully functional outside the context of the 

phage particle. The H1299.3 peptide accumulates specifically in a panel of NSCLC cell lines 

compared to a normal bronchial epithelial cell control cell line via a clathrin-dependent 

mechanism of endocytosis. In this study we demonstrate that H1299.3 facilitates functional 

presentation of an immunogenic antigen in both MHC and HLA class I molecules as 

indicated by CD8+ specific IFNγ secretion. In addition, H1299.3 facilitated presentation 
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utilizes an autophagy-dependent mechanism. Finally, treatment with H1299.3 targeted 

liposomes containing H250 substantially reduces the growth rate of subcutaneous LLC1 

tumors implanted in vaccinated C57BL/6 mice compared to treatment with vehicle control. 
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Figure'20.'The'Minimal'An3gen'Delivery'System'Consists'of'Three'Components.'A)!
PEGylated!stealth! liposomes!are! loaded!with!an!immunogenic!HLA!class!1!restricted!
pep;de! derived! from! measles! virus,! named! H250.! The! surface! of! the! liposome! is!
modified! with! a! cancerEspecific! targe;ng! pep;de,! referred! to! as! H1299.3,! which!
mediates! binding! and! internaliza;on! of! the! liposome! into! the! target! cell.! ! B)! The!
structure! of! the! H1299.3! pep;de! dimer.! A! unique! thiol,! indicated! by! the! box,! is!
incorporated! into! the! lysine! core! for! downstream! conjuga;on! to! the! liposome.!
Selec;on!and!characteriza;on!of!the!H1299.3!pep;de!is!discussed!in!the!Introduc;on!
Sec;on!and!reported!in!reference!122.!!

PEG$2000$

H1299.3$

H250$

PC$

A.!

B.!
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MATERIALS AND METHODS: 
 
Cell Culture and Animal Studies:  Cells were cultured according to standard 

protocols.40,71,86,144 NSCLC cells were generously provided by the Hamon Center for 

Therapeutic Oncology (UT Southwestern). LLC1 cells were purchased from ATCC (CRL-

1642 lot 3067177). LLC1 cells were grown in RPMI 1640+Glutamate+Pen/strep + Sodium 

pyruvate + NEAA + 10% FBS (10% PBMC media). Both cell lines were regularly tested for 

mycoplasma contamination.  Animal protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal 

Care and Use Committee at UT Southwestern Medical Center and SRI International. The 

protocols adhere to standards set forth by the Animal Welfare Act and the US government 

principals regarding the care and use of laboratory animals. 

Peptide Synthesis: Peptides were manufactured using standard FMOC techniques. H1299.3 

was manufactured according to previously published protocol.71,86,144 H1299.3 sequence is 

LQWRRDDNVHNFGVWARYRL-(PEG10)-C- NH2 and scrambled H1299.3 is 

QRYGDFNARWHLVRLNWRVD-(PEG10)-C-NH2. The expected/observed masses for each 

sequence were 3,305.06/3,305.07 and 3,306.01/3,305.07 respectively. The peptides were 

dimerized on a mono-lysine core as previously reported.14,36,86,87 The core contains a unique 

thiol for conjugation to the liposome. SMYRVFEVGV (H250) was also manufactured using 

FMOC techniques using Valine Wang resin. H250 was purified to greater than 99% purity 

using reverse phase HPLC. The expected/observed masses were 1,186.367/1,186.743, 

measured by MALDI TOF. For peptide loading assays H250 was reacted with AF488 

functionalized with NHS ester (Life Technologies) according to manufacturer’s protocol and 

purified to greater than 99% purity using rpHPLC. 
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Liposome Synthesis: Liposomes were manufactured using slightly modified 

protocol.24,40,87,114,123,148,151 The liposomes contain 65% phosphatidylcholine, 32% 

cholesterol, 1.8% DSPE-PEG2000 and 1.2% DSPE-PEG2000 maleimide (Avanti). Lipids 

were dissolved in 2:1 mixture of chloroform:methanol. 2.5 mg of 1,1'-Dioctadecyl-3,3,3',3'-

Tetramethylindotricarbocyanine Iodide (DiR, Molecular Probes) and 1 mg of H250 per 

200mg of lipid were added to the lipids dissolved in solvent (Table 9a). Lipophilic DiR was 

used to track liposomes as well as to quantify relative lipid dosing. This mixture was 

evaporated under a stream of N2 at 40-45°C to form a lipid film. Films were rehydrated in 

phosphate buffer (13mM KH2PO4, 54 mMNaPO4, pH=7.4) and emulsified by vortexing. To 

facilitate peptide loading the emulsion was subjected to 3-4 freeze/thaw cycles alternating 

between liquid N2 and 40°C water bath. The lipid solution was sonicated for 1 hr. and 

extruded 7-10 times through a 0.1 µm filter at 45°C to form uniform liposomes. Liposome 

size was measured via dynamic light scattering (DLS) using a Zetasizer (Malvern). 

Following liposome formation the buffer was exchanged to PBS using PD-10 gel filtration 

columns (GE Heathcare) and then concentrated using 50,000 Dalton MWCO filter 

(Millipore). For the peptide loading experiments a small amount of H250-AF488 was added 

to the solvent while manufacturing the lipid film. The input and output fluorescent signals 

were used to calculate liposome loading according to standard protocol.40,86,87,114,123 We 

observed 58% loading of SMYRVFEVGV using SMYRVFEVGV-AF488 (Table 9b). 

H1299.3 dimer was attached to the liposome with cysteine maleimide chemistry, using fresh 

lyophilized H1299.3 stored at -20°C for each assay. After labeling potentially unreacted 

maleimide moieties on the liposomes were quenched using β-mercaptoethanol.40,86,87,138   
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Lymphocytes Isolation: Lymph nodes were harvested from vaccinated C57BL/6 mice then 

mashed through 70 µm cell strainer. Flow through cells were washed 2 times then frozen in 

FBS supplemented with 10% DMSO. Before use in assays frozen lymphocytes were thawed 

and re-suspended in RPMI 1640 +Glutamate + Pen/strep + Sodium pyruvate + NEAA + 10% 

FBS (10 % PBMC media). These cultures were then supplemented with 10 µM H250 and 

200 units IL-2 and expanded for 12 h at 37°C, 5% CO2. Lymphocytes were then washed 3 

times, re-suspended in 10% PBMC media, and then used in co-culture experiments described 

in the next section. 

Isolation and characterization of human PBMCs: We harvested PBMCs from anonymous 

donor blood clones according to IRB regulations. PBMCs were isolated using Ficoll-Paque 

Plus method (GE Healthcare).40,51,87,146 PBMCs were frozen in FBS+10% DMSO and thawed 

fresh for each assay. PCR based HLA typing was performed according to previously 

published studies.3,37,87,91,97,115 PBMCs from donors were cultured with 1µM of H250 for 72 

hrs. and levels of IFNγ in the supernatant were quantified by ELISA. Prior to use in co-

culture assays PBMCs were thawed, re-suspended in 5% PBMC media supplemented with 

200 units of IL-2 and 10 µM H250, and expanded for 12 hrs. at 37°C, 5% CO2. PBMCs were 

then washed 3 times before use in co-culture assays. 

Co-culture Experiments: Antigen presenting cells (APCs) were seeded at either 1,000 or 

10,000 for H1993 or LLC1 cells, respectively, into 96 well round bottom plates then cultured 

O.N. The next day cells were treated with 5 µL of liposomes (~1,500 AFU using ex/em = 

540/590nm to quantify the amount of DiR as surrogate measure for lipid) for 3 hr. in 

complete media. Cells were then washed 3-times, 5 minutes/wash. Due to semi-adherent 
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nature the LLC1 cells, these cells were spun down for 5 minute at 2,000 rpm between washes 

whereas this procedure was unnecessary for H1993 cells. Murine lymphocytes (5 x 105) were 

added to LLC1 cells that were treated with targeted liposomes containing immunogenic 

peptide.  

For H1993 APCs previously treated with targeted liposomes containing immunogenic 

peptide, 1 x 106 human PBMC were added. Both cell types were incubated together for 72 

hrs. before supernatants were harvested and analyzed for IFNγ or TNFα secretion via ELISA 

using manufacture’s protocol (Becton Dickerson). 

CD8 depletion:  For CD8+ cell depletion human or murine anti-CD8+ antibody was 

immobilized on magnetic bead via NHS ester linkage (Thermo Pierce). Post expansion, 

PBMCs or mouse lymphocytes were incubated with beads at RT with gentle rocking for 30 

minutes. Beads were separated using a magnet and the supernatant was collected. The beads 

were washed 3 times and the residual leukocytes were counted and used in CD8- assays. 

Pharmacological inhibitor assays: LLC1 cell were pre-incubated with pharmacological 

inhibitors for 30 minutes. We used 100 µM chlorpromazine, 20 µM Nystatin, 55 µg/mL 

Chloroquine, and 200 nM Wortmannin. After 30 minutes, 5 µL of H1299.3 targeted 

liposomes containing H250 (~1,500 AFU) was added and incubated for 3 h still in the 

presence of inhibitor. After 3 h cells were washed 3 times followed by continued incubation 

with inhibitor for an additional 12 hrs. Under these conditions we observed minimal 

cytotoxicity at 15.5 hrs. post initial treatment with inhibitors (Data not shown). LLC1 APCs 

were then fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde and washed 1 time before being co-cultured with 

lymphocytes using the above protocol. 
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siRNA Treated APCs: LLC1 or H1993 cells were treated for 4 hrs. with 1 µL of 20 µM 

siRNA oligo against ATG7 or a control siRNA using RNAi Max (Life Technologies) 

transfection reagent in RPMI 1640 according to manufacturer’s protocol. The cells were 

incubated for an additional 72 hrs. then used for western blot analysis to quantify protein 

levels of ATG7 using rabbit primary Ab (Cell Signaling – (D12B11) Rabbit mAb #8558) and 

anti-rabbit secondary Ab (Biorad)14,21,72,86,87, or cells were plated for the co-culture assay 

described above.  

Confocal Microscopy for co-localization: Live cell confocal microscopy was performed 

using a Nikon TE200-E laser scanning confocal microscope, through a 30µm pinhole 

visualizing the blue, green, and red channels using 408 nm, 488 nm, and 543 nm lasers for 

excitation, respectively using 60x objective. H1299.3 and scrambled H1299.3 dimers were 

covalently attached to AF546 C5 Maleimide (Life Technologies) using cysteine maleimide 

chemistry as previously published.40,71,86,144 Equal concentrations of H1299.3 and scrH1299.3 

were used in all microscopy assays. H1299.3 was dimerized and covalently attached to 

AF546 as previously published.12,71,86,97,144 For Lamp-1 co-localization studies, H1993 or 

LLC1 cells were treated with BacMam 2.0 system (encoding for Lamp1-GFP 24 hrs. prior to 

imaging and plated on poly-d-lysine coated dishes (Mattek). H1299.3 or scrH1299.3 –AF546 

was added in complete media to cells to a final concentration of 100 nM and incubated for 1 

hr. Hoechst 33342 was added for 10 minutes prior to imaging to visual nuclei. For LC3B 

assays, H1993 and LLC1 cells were transfected with a GFP-LC3B lentiviral construct 

(Courtesy of Dr. Luis Franco) then sorted based on GFP fluorescence using MoFlo system. 
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GFP-LC3B cells were treated with 100 nM of H1299.3 or scrH1299.3 –AF546 for 1 hr. then 

imaged using parameters outlined above. 

Murine vaccinations: Wild-type C57BL/6 mice lack the Slam receptor (CD150) that 

facilitates internalization of measles virus. Therefore to vaccinate these mice against the 

immunogenic measles peptide of interest we adopted a peptide in adjuvant based approach. 

We synthesized the highest predicted MHC class 2 binding peptide that contained the 

SMYRVFEVGV sequence using SYEPEITHI software, PSMYRVFEVGVIRNP, using 

standard FMOC chemistry. We emulsified PSMYRVFEVGVIRNP in Complete Freund’s 

Adjuvant and vaccinated subcutaneously over the scapular draining lymph nodes (100 

µL/mouse, 50 µg of PSMYRVFEVGVIRNP/mouse). Two weeks post first vaccination, the 

vaccination was repeated using Incomplete Freund’s Adjuvant. At 4 and 5 weeks post 

vaccination, lymph nodes were harvested, processed and stimulated with the MHC class 1 

restricted peptide SMYRVFEVGV (H250). After 72 hrs. of incubation, levels of secreted 

IFNγ were measured using ELISA. An increase in IFNγ secretion was observed at both 4 and 

5 weeks post-vaccination compared to control cultures not treated with H250 as well as 

control mice vaccinated with adjuvant but not PSMYRVFEVGVIRNP peptide (Figure 21d). 

Subcutaneous tumor growth assay. C57BL/6 were vaccinated according to the method 

outlined above. At 3-4 weeks post initial vaccination mice were implanted with 5*10^5 

LLC1 cells in the hind flank. LLC1 tumors were allowed to grow for one week until easily 

palpable (~150 mm3). Five mice in each group were then treated every other day with 

H1299.3 targeted liposomes +/- immunogenic peptide I.V. (~10,000 AFU 100 µL, tail vein). 

Mouse weights and tumor volume measurement were made every other day using scales and 
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calipers, respectively by a blinded measurer. Tumor volumes were calculated using the 

formula V= π/6*(L*W)^(3/2).36,86,144 At the study endpoint LLC1 tumors were explanted and 

weighed. 

Ex vivo H250 presentation assay: Non-vaccinated C57BL/6 female mice bearing 

subcutaneous LLC1 tumors were injected I.V. 3 times, every other day with either H1299.3 

targeted liposomes containing H250 or vehicle control lacking H250. Tumor and liver from 

each group was harvested into cold RMPI, mashed using a syringe plunger then incubated 

with collagenase (3mg/mL Sigma) for 1 hr. at 37°C. Cells were then passed through 70 µm 

cell strainer. Cells were washed 2 times with 5% PBMC media and counted. 10,000 tumor or 

hepatocyte cells were then incubated with 5*10^5 PBLs from vaccinated C57BL/6 mice for 

72 hrs. at 37°C, 5%CO2. IFNγ secretion was measured in co-culture supernatants via 

manufacture’s protocol (Becton Dickinson) 

Liver Toxicity Assays: Non-vaccinated C57BL/6 female mice bearing subcutaneous LLC1 

tumors were bled prior to treatment using submandibular technique and serum was separated 

via a collection tube. Animals were then injected I.V. 3 times every other day with either 

H1299.3 targeted liposomes containing H250 or Vehicle control lacking H250. Eight hours 

post last injection Animals were bled again serum was isolated using collection tube. Serum 

samples were analyzed for AST and ALT at the SRI Clinical Analysis Laboratory. 

Sectioning and imaging LLC1 tissue: LLC1 tumors at the study end point were explanted 

then flash frozen in liquid N2 in OCT cutting medium. Tumor were sectioned on a Leica 

cryostat (8 µm slices) and mounted onto glass microscope slides. The slides were fixed in 

cold 80% acetone then stained with murine anti-CD8 antibody conjugated to FITC according 
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to manufacturer’s protocol. Slides were then treated with vectashield fluorescence mounting 

medium containing DAPI. 20x images were then taken on a Leica DMI6000 inverted 

fluorescent microscope using blue and green channels. CD8+ cells present in the control and 

treated tumors were quantified. Five representative fields were counted from each group 

spanning from tumor periphery to the center of each tumor. 

Organs, sectioned to observe gross organ abnormalities, were harvested and flash 

frozen in LN2. Embedding, frozen sectioning, and H&E staining were performed via standard 

protocol at the University of Virginia Research Histology Core. 20x representative images 

are displayed. 

Statistics: Statistics were performed using Excel or Graphpad. For ELISA data a minimum 

of three replicates were performed in each experiment with a minimum of two independent 

experiments for each condition. Data is represented as means with standard error of the 

mean. Two sided T-tests were used to determine significant differences with a p-value ≤ 0.05 

considered significant. For subcutaneous tumor growth assays 5 animals were measured in 

each group. Paired T-tests were used to determine significance with p-value ≤ 0.05 

considered significant. Data is presented as mean tumor volume for each group with standard 

deviation. A single * is used to denote p-value < 0.05 while ** is used to denote p-value < 

0.01. 

 

RESULTS: 

Generating a Targeted Liposome for Viral-Antigen Presentation Specifically in Cancer 

Cells. The first goal of this study is to create a synthetic delivery system that is suitable for 
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specific delivery of antigenic cargo into cancer cells. The vehicle needs to have high payload 

capacity and shield the immunogenic peptide cargo without modification as presentation in 

HLA class I molecules is restricted by size and position of amino acid residues.28,86,123,148,151 

Therefore we decided to utilize liposomes. Liposomes are readily manufactured from 

synthetic material, easily loaded with synthetic peptide, and amenable to modification with 

targeting ligands.40,71,86,123 Further, liposomes accumulate passively in tumors based on the 

enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect, potentially enhancing the specificity of the 

treatment.59,86,138 We manufactured 100 nm stealth liposomes that encapsulate a synthetically 

manufactured 9mer immunogenic peptide, H250 with a loading efficiency of approximately 

60 % (Table 9, Figure 22). DSPE PEG2000 modified with maleimide is incorporated into the 

lipid formulation to allow for conjugation of a thiol containing targeting ligand to the 

liposome (Table 9).40,51,71,72,144 
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Liposome(Composi*on(
65%$Phospha+dylcholine$(Soy)$

32%$Cholesterol$

1.8%$DSPE$–$PEG2000$

1.2%$DSPE$–$PEG2000$Malemide$

Loading(of(HLA(Class(1(Restricted(Pep*des*(
58%$$$$$$$$$$$SMYRVFEVGV$$$$$$$$$H250$
*Measured$by$Doping$in$Fluorescently$Labeled$Pep+de$

A.$

B.$

Table(9.(Characteris*cs(of(Immunoliposomes(
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Figure'21.'Characteriza1on'of'Human'and'Murine' Immune'and'An1gen'Presen1ng'Cells."
A)"Results"of"PCR"based"HLA"typing"to"iden9fy"H1993"as"a"NSCLC"human"cell"line"that"is"HLA"
A*02"posi9ve"to"serve"as"APC."B)"Results"of"PCR"based"HLA"typing"to"iden9fy"human"PBMCs"
that"are"HLA"A*02"posi9ve"to"use"in"coIculture"assays."C)"IFNγ"secre9on"of"D4"and"D9"PBMCs"
when"cultured"with"1"µM"of"H250"pep9de"or"without"addi9on"of"H250"(Blank)."D)'C57BL/6"
mice"were"vaccinated"with"50"µg"of"PSMYRVFEVGVIRNP" (termed"MHC"Class" II" Pep9de)" in"
CFA" followed" by" boast" at" 2" weeks" of" 50" µg" pep9de" in" IFA." Lymphocytes" harvested" from"
vaccinated"mice" at" 4" and" 5"weeks" post" vaccina9on" generated" robust" IFNγ" response" from"
lymphocytes"s9mulated"with"HLA"Class"1"restricted"H250"pep9de"compared"to"lymphocytes"
not"cultured"with"H250"pep9de"(Blank)."
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A.#

B.#

Figure'22.'Liposome'Size.#Liposome#size#and#distribu4on#is#measured#by#DLS#
using#Zetasizer#of#both#A)#H250#loaded#and#B)#NonBloaded#liposomes.#

##
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The H1299.3 Targeting Ligand Specifically Accumulates in Cancer and Facilitates HLA 

Class I Presentation. In order to quantify the ability of the liposomal formulation to 

facilitate presentation of H250 immunogenic peptide, we first needed to develop a system to 

determine if H250 is present in the cleft of HLA class I molecules.  H250 is an immunogenic 

peptide identified from sequencing peptides present in HLA A*0201 molecules following 

measles infection.3,4,13,91,97,115 Thus we identified PBMCs from anonymous donors that were 

HLA A*02 positive (Figure 21b), and determined if these donors were vaccinated against 

measles by culturing donor PBMCs with free H250 peptide and measuring IFNγ secretion 

(Figure 21c). We successfully identified 2 donors that were HLA A*02 positive and had 

previously been vaccinated against measles virus. PBMCs from these two donors, D4 and 

D9, were used in the subsequent assays to identify and characterize a cancer specific 

targeting peptide that can facilitate HLA class 1 presentation. Similarly, an appropriate 

cancer cell line was needed to serve as the antigen presenting cells. For this, we utilized the 

human NSCLC cell line, H1993, which we determined to be HLA A*02 positive (Figure 

21a). 

Next, we screened known cancer-specific targeting peptides to identify a targeting 

peptide that can facilitate presentation of H250 from the targeted liposomal formulation in 

HLA class I on the external surface of the cell. Panels of cancer targeting peptides have been 

identified by our group and others; therefore we identified three different cancer-specific 

targeting peptides that internalize into H1993 that have been previously published: H1299.2, 

H2009.1, and H1299.3. Each of these peptides specifically internalize in NSCLC cell lines 

compared to normal bronchial epithelial cells (Figure 23).21,86,150 The peptides were 
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conjugated to the surface of the liposome by a thiol-ester linkage resulting from a Michael 

addition of a single sulfhydryl group on the targeting peptide to the maleimide present on the 

liposome. A peptide that does not internalize into H1993 cells, H460.1, was utilized a 

control.40,45,57,68,75,86,94 

To screen each targeting peptide, H1993 cells were treated with H1299.2, H2009.1, 

H460.1, or H1299.3 targeted liposomes containing H250 for three hours. The cells were then 

washed to eliminate non-internalized/bound liposomes and then co-cultured with donor 

PBMCs (outlined above) for 72 hrs. Cell culture supernatants were harvested and analyzed 

for IFNγ secretion via ELISA as a measure of T cell activation. Free H250 peptide served as 

a positive control in this assay. As demonstrated in Figure 24a, only the H1299.3 targeted 

liposomes containing H250 resulted in a significant increase in IFNγ secretion compared to 

controls (p<0.05). Liposomes targeted to H1993 cells with H1299.2 or H2009.1 peptides 

were unable to induce IFNγ secretion in these co-culture experiments despite their ability to 

internalize the liposome. These data identify H1299.3 as a candidate targeting peptide as well 

as imply internalization of the antigenic peptide containing liposomes is not sufficient for 

presentation; the targeting peptide must deliver H250 to an intracellular location that 

intersects with the HLA class I presentation pathway. 
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Figure'23.'H1299.3'pep/de'significantly'accumulates' in'both'NSCLC'H1993'cells'
as'well' as'murine' Lung' cancer' line' LLC1." Fluorescently" labeled"H1299.3" pep7de"
accumulates" in"Non;small"cell" lung"cancer"(NSCLC)"cell" lines"H1299"and"H1993"as"
well"as"murine"lung"cancer"line"LLC1."We"observe"minimal"accumula7on"in"NSCLC"
H460" as" well" as" bronchial" epithelial" line" HBEC3" that" serves" at" “normal" 7ssue”"
control."
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Figure' 24.' H1299.3' Targe1ng' Pep1de' Facilitates' Presenta1on' of' Encapsulated' H250'
Immunogenic' Pep1de' in' MHC' and' HLA' Class' I' Molecules." A)'H1993" cells" were" treated" with"
liposomes"containing"H250"targeted"by"previously"established"cancer"specific"targe?ng"pep?des"
that" internalize" into" H1993" (H1299.2," H2009.1," and" H1299.3)" and" one" nonDinternalizing" ligand"
(H460.1)"as" indicated"on"the"XDaxis."Treated"H1993"cells"were"then"coDcultured"with"D4"PBMCs"
(described"in"Figure"2b,c)"and"culture"supernatants"were"analyzed"for"IFNγ"secre?on."Free"H250"
pep?de"(5"μM)"is"used"as"posi?ve"control"(H250"labeled"group)."The"inset"table"contains"amino"
acid" sequence" of" the" targe?ng" pep?des" used" in" this" figure."B)" H1993" cells" treated"with" Blank"
liposomes" (lacking"both"H250"and"H1299.3),"Quenched" liposomes" (containing"H250"but" lacking"
H12299.3" targe?ng" pep?de)," or" H1299.3" targeted" liposomes" containing"H250." Post" treatment,"
H1993"cells"were" then"coDcultured"with"D4"PBMCs"and"culture"supernatants"were"analyzed" for"
IFNγ" secre?on." Free" H250" pep?de' (5" µM)" is" used" as" posi?ve" control." CD8D" group" indicate" coD
culture" with" CD8+" depleted" PBMCs." C)" Repeat" of" assay" presented" in" B." using" second" human"
donor"PBMCs," termed"D9."D)'LLC1"cells" treated"with" same"groups"as"presented" in"B.," then"coD
cultured"with"lymphocytes"from"H250"vaccinated"C57BL/6"mice"and"analyzed"for"IFNγ"secre?on."
CD8D"group"indicates"coDculture"with"CD8"depleted"PBLs."Single"*"indicates"a"pDvalue"<"0.05,"and"
**"indicates"pDvalue"<"0.01.""
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HLA and MHC Class I Presentation is H1299.3 Dependent. To confirm H1299.3 

targeting peptide facilitates HLA class 1 presentation, H1993 cells were treated with 

liposomes devoid of both targeting and immunogenic H250 peptides (Blank) or H250 loaded 

liposomes that lack the H1299.3 targeting peptide (Quench) and compared to the H1299.3 

targeted liposomes containing H250 (H1299.3). Treated H1993 cells were co-cultured with 

donor PBMC as described above. Once again, as demonstrated in Figure 24b, only H1299.3 

targeted liposomes containing H250 resulted in a significant increase in IFNγ secretion 

(p<0.05). These data provide further support that presentation is dependent on both the H250 

antigenic peptide and H1299.3 targeting peptide. These results were duplicated using a 

second PBMC donor, D9, demonstrating presentation is not patient specific (Figure 24c). 

Depleting CD8+ T cells from the PBMC cultures results in loss of IFNγ secretion in both 

human samples (p<0.05) (Figure 24b,c). These data indicates that H250 is present in HLA 

class I molecules and the H1299.3 targeted liposomes containing H250 facilitate activation of 

a CD8+ memory T cell response in individuals previously vaccinated against measles. 

 To further characterize the immune response generated by this treatment, we 

quantified the levels of secreted TNFα in co-culture supernatants. Similar to the above 

mentioned data, we observed a significant increase in TNFα secretion in H1993 cells treated 

with H1299.3 targeted liposomes containing H250 relative to H1993 cells treated with blank 

liposomes in both human donors (Figure 25a,b, p<0.05). Upon CD8+ depletion, a reduction 

in TNFα secretion is observed following treatment of H1993 cells with H1299.3 targeted 

liposomes containing H250 (Figure 25a, p<0.05). 
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Figure'25.'TNFα'Secre/on'from'Human'co6Culture'Assays.'A)!H1993!cells!treated!with!
Blank! liposomes! (lacking! both! H250! and! H1299.3),! Quenched! liposomes! (containing!
H250! but! lacking! H12299.3! targeBng! pepBde),! or! H1299.3! targeted! liposomes!
containing! H250.! Post! treatment,! H1993! cells! were! coDcultured! with! D4! PBMCs! and!
analyzed!for!TNFα!secreBon.!Free!H250!pepBde!(5!µM)!is!used!as!posiBve!control.!CD8D!
group!indicate!coDculture!with!CD8+!depleted!PBMCs.!B)!Repeat!of!assay!presented!in!
A.!using!second!human!donor!PBMCs,!termed!D9.!Single!*!indicates!a!pDvalue!<!0.05.!
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To extend the breath of these studies we identified a murine lung cancer cell line derived 

from C57BL/6 mice, Lewis Lung Carcinoma 1 (LLC1) that internalizes the H1299.3 

targeting peptide (Figure 23). We then generated murine CD8+ T cells with TCR that 

recognizes MHC class I loaded H25011,12,38,54,97,110,111,120 by vaccinating C57BL/6 mice with 

an extended version of H250 and subsequently harvesting lymphocytes as a source of CD8+ 

T cells (Figure 21d). LLC1 cells were treated with control or H1299.3 targeted liposomes 

containing H250, washed, and then incubated with mouse lymphocytes in a similar manner 

to the human co-culture assay presented above. Similar to the human data, treatment with 

H1299.3 targeted liposomes containing H250 resulted in a significant increase in IFNγ 

secretion compared to controls (p<0.05, Figure 24d). Depleting CD8+ T cells from the 

lymphocyte pool resulted in significant loss of IFNγ secretion similar to the human data 

(p<0.05). Thus, the H1299.3 targeted liposome system is able to deliver H250 for functional 

presentation in both MHC and HLA class I molecules. 

H1299.3 Facilitated HLA class I Presentation Requires Autophagy. To determine the 

mechanism by which H1299.3 facilitates presentation of H250 in HLA class I molecules, we 

characterized the subcellular accumulation of the H1299.3 peptide. Previous data indicated 

the newly identified H1299.3 peptide co-localizes with Lamp-129,76,77,85,86,144 whereas the 

other cancer specific targeting ligands H1299.2 and H2009.1 accumulate in perinuclear 

regions.23,28,86,101 Therefore we reasoned that the subcellular trafficking pattern is crucial to 

H1299.3 facilitated presentation.28,59,71,86,93 Similar to previous results, H1299.3 and Lamp-1 

co-localize in both H1993 and LLC1 cell lines as determined by live cell laser scanning 

confocal microscopy (Figure 26e and g). However, these data do not offer a clear explanation 
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for mechanism of presentation. Lamp1 is a marker of both lysosomes and 

autolysosomes59,109,110 raising the possibility that autophagy plays a role in this process. To 

test this hypothesis the imaging experiments were repeated using LLC1 and H1993 cells that 

contain a GFP-LC3B construct which is a marker for autophagosomes. Clear co-localization 

with LC3B puncti is observed in both cell lines indicating H1299.3 accumulates autolysomes 

(Figure 26a,c). Importantly, treatment of the corresponding cells with a scrambled sequence 

version of H1299.3 results in no significant peptide internalization and consequently, no co-

localization with either Lamp-1 or LC3B (Figure 26b, d, f, and h). Together, the data show 

sequence dependent co-localization of the H1299.3 peptide in autophagosomes.  
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Figure'26.'H1299.3'Co1localizes'
with' Autophagic' Vesicles." A)"
LLC1" cells" expressing" GFP3LC3B"
(green)"are" incubated"with"100"
nM" of" H1299.33AF546" (red)."
Cells" are" imaged" using" live" cell"
confocal" microscopy." Blue"
represents" nuclei" stained" with"
Hoechst" 33342." White" arrows"
indicate" co3localizaOon" of" the"
pepOde"and"LC3B."B)"LLC1"cells"
expressing" GFP3LC3B" treated"
w i th" 100" nM" sc rambled"
H1299.33AF546." C)" H1993" cells"
expressing" GFP3LC3B" treated"
with"100"nM"of"H1299.33AF546;"
white" arrows" indicate" co3
localizaOon." D)" H1993" cells"
expressing" GFP3LC3B" treated"
with" 100" nM" of" scrambled"
H1299.33AF546." E)" LLC1" cells"
expressing" Lamp13GFP" (green)"
via" Bacmam" 2.0" system." Cells"
are" then" treated" with" 100" nM"
of" H1299.33AF546" (Red)" then"
imaged" using" live" cell" confocal"
microscopy." Blue" indicates"
nuclei" stained" with" Hoechst"
33342." White" arrows" indicate"
co3localizaOon." F)' LLC1" cells"
expressing" Lamp13GFP" treated"
w i th" 100" nM" sc rambled"
H1299.33AF546."G)" H1993" cells"
expressing" Lamp13GFP" using"
Bacmam" 2.0" system," treated"
with" 100" nM" H1299.33AF546."
White" arrows" indicate" co3
localizaOon." H)" H199.3" cells"
expressing" Lamp13GFP" treated"
w i th" 100" nM" sc rambled"
H1299.33AF546."Scale"bars"="20"
µm.""
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If H1299.3 accumulates in autophagic vesicles, perturbing autophagy should result in loss of 

H250 presentation in MHC class I molecules following treatment with H1299.3 targeted 

liposomes. LLC1 cells were treated with H1299.3 targeted liposomes containing H250 in the 

presence of the inhibitors, chloroquine, chlorpromazine, nystatin, and wortmannin. After 

allowing trafficking of the peptides to occur, the LLC1 cells were fixed and co-cultured with 

lymphocytes as previously described. Treatment with known inhibitors of autophagy, 

including wortmannin and chloroquine, resulted in significant reduction in IFNγ secretion 

compared to controls (p<0.05, 27a). Chlorpromazine, an inhibitor of clathrin-mediated 

endocytosis, reduced presentation. This is consistent with our previous results demonstrating 

that the H1299.3 peptide is internalized by a clathrin-mediated mechanism, and cellular 

uptake of the peptide is reduced in the presence of chlorpromazine.86,144 Nystatin, an 

inhibitor of cholesterol dependent endocytosis exhibits no effect.  

To further validate the role of autophagy in H1299.3 facilitated presentation, LLC1 

cells were treated with siRNA targeting autophagy related protein 7 (ATG7). ATG7 specific 

knockdown in LLC1 cells by siRNA is quantified via western blot using β-actin as loading 

control (Figure 27c). Treatment with ATG7 specific oligos resulted in ~80% reduction in 

ATG7 protein levels whereas minimal decrease in ATG7 levels are observed using a control 

siRNA hairpin.97,98,115 Knockdown of ATG7 significantly reduced IFNγ secretion in LLC1 

cells incubated with H1299.3 targeting liposomes containing H250 compared to LLC1 cells 

not treated with siRNA or LLC1 cells treated control siRNA  (p<0.05, Figure 27b). We 

repeated ATG7 knockdown assays in H1993 cells. Similar to LLC1 cells, we observed ~80% 

reduction in ATG7 protein levels in H1993 cells treated with siRNA oligos targeting ATG7 
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via western blot (Figure 27e). Treatment with control siRNA did not affect ATG7 levels. 

ATG7 knockdown in H1993 cells resulted a significant decrease in IFNγ secretion following 

treatment with H1299.3 targeted liposomes containing H250 and co-culture with D9 PBMCs 

compared to controls (p<0.05. Figure 27d). Thus, the microscopy and phenotype data imply 

that H1299.3 facilitates presentation of H250 via an autophagy dependent mechanism. 
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Figure'27.!Pharmacological'and'Gene5c'Perturba5on'of'Autophagy'Results' in'Loss'H1299.3'
Facilitated'Presenta5on.!A)!LLC1!cells!are!treated!with!H1299.3!targeted!liposomes!containing!
H250! in! the! presences! of! pharmacological! inhibitors,! fixed,! washed! and! subjected! to! coC
culture!with!PBLs.!CoCculture!supernatants!were!analyzed!for!IFNγ!secreKon.!Fixed!LLC1!cells!
incubated!with!free!H250!pepKde!(5μM)!served!as!posiKve!control!(labeled!H250).!B)!ATG7!or!
control!siRNA!treated!LLC1!are!subjected!to!H1299.3!targeted!liposomes!containing!H250!then!
coCcultured!with! lymphocytes! and! analyzed! for! IFNγ! secreKon.! Free! H250! pepKde! (5μM)! is!
used! as! posiKve! control.!C)!Western! blot! quanKfying! ATG7! levels! in! LLC1! cells! treated!with!
siRNA.!βCacKn! levels!are!presented!as! loading!control.!D)! IFNγ!secreKon!from!H1993!treated!
with!siRNA!against!ATG7!then!treated!with!H1299.3!targeted!liposomes.!D9!PBMCs!were!used!
in! the! coCculture! assay! and! culture! supernatant! is! analyzed! for! IFNγ! secreKon.! Free! H250!
pepKde!(5μM)!is!used!as!posiKve!control.!E)!Western!blot!quanKfying!ATG7!protein! levels! in!
H1993!cells!treated!with!siRNA.!A!western!blot!demonstraKng!αCtubulin!levels!is!presented!as!
loading!control.!A!single!*!indicates!pCvalue!<!0.05.!!
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H1299.3 Targeted Liposomes Encapsulating H250 Reduce Tumor Burden In Vivo. Next 

we utilized H1299.3 targeted liposomes containing H250 in a murine model to determine 

efficacy of this platform as a CM immunotherapy. C57BL/6 mice were vaccinated against 

H250, as described above, then LLC1 cells were implanted subcutaneously into the hind 

flank. LLC1 tumors were grown until palpable (̴150 mm3) at which point mice were treated 

six times I.V. with H1299.3 targeted liposomes containing H250 or vehicle that lacked the 

H250 immunogenic peptide. We observed a significant decrease in LLC1 tumor growth rate 

in the treated group following the third treatment (p<0.01, Figure 28a). After explanting the 

tumors we observed >2-fold reduction in tumor weight and volume (p<0.05, Figures 28c, e, 

and Figure 29c).  
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Figure'28.'Treatment'with'H1299.3'targeted' liposomes'containing'H250'results' in'significant'
reduc?on' in' LLC1' tumor' growth' in' vaccinated' C57BL/6' mice." A)" Subcutaneous" LLC1" tumor"
growth"rate"in"C56BL/6"mice"vaccinated"against"H250"that"are"treated"every"other"day"I.V."with"

H1299.3" targeted" liposomes" containing" H250" as" treatment" group" or" lacking" H250" as" vehicle"
control"(n=5)."B)'Ex"vivo"IFNγ"secreNon"from"tumor"and"liver"cells"derived"from"nonPvaccinated"

C57BL/6"mice"treated"3"Nmes" I.V."with"either"H1299.3"targeted" liposomes"containing"H250"or"
vehicle" control" lacking" H250." Isolated," in" vivo" treated" cells," are" cultured" with" PBLs" from"
vaccinated"C57BL/6"mice"and"IFNγ"levels"are"quanNfied"from"coPculture"supernatants."Free"H250"

pepNde"(5"μM)"is"used"as"posiNve"control"(labeled"H250)."C)"Mean"weights"of"explanted"tumors"
separated" by" group." D)" QuanNficaNon" of" CD8+" cells" present" in" tumor" secNons" from" either"

treated" or" control" groups." Five" fields"were" counted" from"each" group."E)'Picture" of" explanted"
LLC1"tumors"with"treated"group"on"the"le\"and"vehicle"group"on"the"right."A"single"*"indicates"pP
value"<"0.05"while"**"indicates"pPvalue"<"0.01."
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Figure' 29.' LLC1' tumor' Characteris5cs.'Representa)ve+ Tumor+ Sec)ons+ of+ LLC1+ tumors+
stained+ with+ mCD8++ an)body.+ A)+ Tumor+ sec)on+ from+ mice+ treated+ with+ vehicle.+ B)+
Tumor+ sec)on+ from+ mice+ treated+ with+ H1299.3+ targeted+ liposomes+ containing+ H250.+
White+ arrows+ indicate+ regions+ of+ CD8++ cell+ infiltra)on.+ Scale+ bar+ =+ 100+ μm+ C)+ Picture+
demonstra)ng+size+of+tumors+explanted+from+C57BL/6++
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During the tumor efficacy studies, no significant difference in animal weight is observed 

between groups (Figure 30), and the animals demonstrate no weight loss. Together, these 

data suggest the animals suffer no gross toxicity from the treatment. None-the-less, 

liposomes are cleared via the liver raising the possibility of liver toxicity. As such, we 

quantified serum levels of AST and ALT in non-vaccinated mice containing subcutaneous 

LLC1 tumors following three treatments with either H1299.3 targeted liposomes containing 

H250 or vehicle control (Table 10). All values are within normal ranges indicting limited 

liver toxicity. Further, liver, kidney, heart and lung tissues were harvested, sectioned, and 

stained with H&E. Sections from these organs identified no gross abnormalities in either the 

treated or vehicle groups (Figure 31).    
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Figure' 30.' Toxicity' Profile' of' H1299.3' Targeted'
Liposome' containing' H250' treatment.' Murine'
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vehicle'control'lacking'H250.''
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Serum&levels&AST&and&ALT&from&non2vaccinated&mice&
bearing& subcutaneous& LLC1& tumor& treated& with& 3&
doses& of& H1299.3& targeted& liposomes& containing&
H250&or&vehicle&control&lacking&H250.&

!!
Pre%

Treatment! Treated! Vehicle!

AST!(U/L)! 113& 84& 143&
ALT!(U/L)! 33& 28& 40&
*Normal&Values&from&Charles&Rivers&for&C57BL/6&mice&
AST&(U/L)&=&127.58&±&142.05&
ALT&(U/L)&=&66.48&±&184.87&

Table!10.!Livery!Toxicity!Profile!of!H1299.3!
Targeted!Liposome!containing!H250!!Treatment&
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B.#

D.#

Figure'31.'Histology'of'Organs'Following'Immunotherapy'Treatment.'A)#
Kidney#-ssue#sec-oned#and#stained#with#H&E#from#non<vaccinated#mice#
bearing# subcutaneous# LLC1# tumor# treated# with# 3# doses# of# H1299.3#
targeted# liposomes# containing# H250# (Treated)(LeL)# or# vehicle# control#
lacking# H250# (Vehicle)(Right).#B)# Lung# sec-ons# treated# as# in# A.#C)# Liver#
sec-ons# treated# and# presented# as# in# A.#D)# Heart# sec-ons# treated# and#
presented#as#in#A.#

#
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Finally, to connect the in vitro data to the in vivo data tumors were sectioned and 

stained for CD8+ cells. A 10-fold increase of CD8+ cells is observed in tumors treated with 

H1299.3 targeted liposomes compared to vehicle treated tumors consistent with the in vitro 

data demonstrating a CD8+ T cell response (p<0.05, Figures 29a,b, 23d). To further support 

that the H1299.3-targeted liposome delivers H250 in vivo, non-vaccinated mice containing 

subcutaneous LLC1 tumors were treated three times with either H1299.3 targeted liposomes 

containing H250 or vehicle control. The tumor and liver tissues from these mice were then 

harvested and single cell suspensions of tumor cells and hepatocytes were generated. These 

primary cells were directly utilized as APCs in the co-culture assays outlined above using 

lymphocytes from vaccinated C57BL/6 mice. Tumor cells treated with H1299.3 targeted 

liposomes containing H250 induced a significant increase in IFNγ secretion compared to 

vehicle treated tumor cells (p<0.01, Figure 28b). Thus, the H1299.3 liposomal formulation is 

able to deliver H250 to tumors and the H250 peptide is presented in MHC class I molecules 

on the tumor in vivo. By comparison, using the hepatocytes as the APC, there was no 

difference in IFNγ secretion levels in either group (Figure 28b). Thus, even if the liposomes 

accumulate in the liver, H250 is not presented in MHC class I as measured by the lack CM 

immune response generated against the liver cells. In sum, these data imply treatment with 

H1299.3 targeted liposomes containing H250 is non-toxic and H1299.3 can facilitate 

presentation of H250 preferentially in a tumor in vivo. 

 

DISCUSSION: 
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Here we present a novel cancer immunotherapy based on developing a minimal delivery 

system to facilitate presentation of HLA class 1 restricted immunogenic peptide in cancer 

cells, resulting in a secondary immune response against a tumor. This approach bypasses the 

need to identify tumor-associated antigens or to generate a primary immune response against 

the tumor, which are major hurdles in cancer vaccine development. Unlike 

immunomodulators, the immune response generated by our liposomal delivery approach is 

antigen specific and does not involve an overall general activation of the immune response. 

This minimizes problems with auto-immune and off-target effects. This protocol also differs 

from current viral based immunotherapies, as viral products or live viruses are not employed, 

reducing safety concerns associated with these types of therapies. A potential downside with 

our approach is it is unlikely to generate inflammatory conditions that occur with viral 

infections, potentially reducing the potency of the immune response. In part, this problem is 

mitigated by utilizing a secondary immune response that requires less inflammatory inputs to 

generate an immune response. Furthermore, evidence exists that the tumor microenvironment 

exhibit inflammatory conditions in which case our therapy maybe using this condition for 

cytokine inputs.16,150 

Utilizing a delivery ligand to facilitate HLA class I presentation has previously been 

achieved using Cholera or Shiga toxins fused to class 1 restricted immunogenic 

peptides.45,68,94,124 Yet, these toxins accumulate indiscriminately in cells and are not targeted 

specifically to cancer cells. H1299.3 selectively accumulates in cancer cells and demonstrates 

limited binding to normal human bronchial epithelial cells thus potentially providing a 

greater therapeutic treatment window (Figure 23).7,32,46,54,110,117 Furthermore, manufacturing 
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Cholera or Shiga toxin requires biological synthesis and concerns remain about 

immunogenicity of the toxin-carriers. In addition, this work, differs from hapten painting or 

antibody-recruiting strategies in which a targeting agent delivers a hapten to the cell surface, 

resulting in antibody recruitment. The therapy presented in this manuscript is designed to 

directly activate T cells via specific presentation of HLA class I restricted antigens in cancer 

cells via an internalization mechanism rather than generating antibody-dependent cellular 

cytotoxicity from hapten immobilization on the cell surface.66,76,85 

H1299.3 utilizes an autophagy dependent mechanism to facilitate presentation of 

immunogenic peptides. Coupled with previous data, H1299.3 appears to internalize via 

clathrin-mediated endocytosis and traffic to lysosomes or autolysosomes. Autophagy plays 

an interesting role in cancer progression and metastasis and its role is still being elucidated. 

However it is clear that certain subsets of cancer up regulate autophagy. Thus it is possible 

we observe an additional level of selectivity (the first being selective internalization mediated 

by H1299.2) to restrict presentation of immunogenic antigen to cancer cells as our data 

indicates that the liposome containing immunogenic class 1 antigen both needs to internalize 

and be processed in autophagic vesicles. Autophagy is appreciated to be involved in classical 

class II presentation but its role in class I antigen presentation is still emerging. Our data here 

along with recent reports suggest that autophagy can also participate in class I 

presentation.23,101 We hypothesize that H250 peptide is recycled back into the cytosol along 

with contents of the autolysosome thereby allowing for transport by TAP into the ER and 

subsequent presentation (Figure 32).59,93 However, we cannot rule out other trafficking 

pathways that could facilitate antigen presentation. Data from this study including 
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microscopy, pharmacological inhibitors and siRNA experiments imply the necessity of 

autophagy but it is unclear the precise role of autophagy in the process of H1299.3 facilitated 

antigen presentation. Future studies may further elucidate the precise subcellular trafficking 

resulting in antigen presentation. 
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Multiple subcellular locations feed into the HLA class I pathway including cytosol, 

endoplasmic reticulum and secretory network. Of note, the previously mentioned Cholera 

toxin B presentation strategy uses the Golgi secretory network.109,110 This implies that ligands 

which traffic to multiple subcellular location maybe suitable for use in this CM 

immunotherapy. However, our data suggests the immunogenic peptide needs to feed into the 

HLA class 1 presentation pathway to be effective. Case in point, other NSCLC-targeting 

peptides that bind to and are internalized into H1993 cells did not facilitate presentation 

(Figure 24a).86 These peptides accumulate and remain sequestered in a perinuclear 

compartment; thus intracellular delivery of the antigenic peptide does not necessarily result 

in presentation of the antigen.  

This treatment is designed to elicit a secondary immune response that allows for a 

more rapid and potentially efficacious immune response against the tumor. However, it also 

necessitates that the therapy is both HLA type and vaccination status dependent.97,98 HLA 

typing is standardized in clinical practice; however, immunogenic peptides that bind to 

different HLA types will need to be identified. In addition, although ~95% of the United 

States is vaccinated against measles for many patients that may have been years ago implying 

the need to quantitate immune response to measles virus for efficacious treatment.16 

Although this treatment is dependent on several variables, it is also modular in nature. Thus, 

it is feasible to optimize the targeting and/or immunogenic peptide to expand the utility and 

breadth of this approach. For example, other HLA class I restricted peptides could be 

encapsulated in the liposome. This treatment is dependent on expression of HLA class 1 

which is down regulated in certain cancers. Interestingly, the mathematical models indicate 
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that as few as 5 HLA molecules can activate an effector T cell.124 Thus, while down 

regulation may affect the treatment, complete abrogation of HLA class 1 would be required 

to completely negate the benefits of this treatment. Complete abrogation of HLA class 1 is a 

classic activation marker for NK cells which would still result in cancer cell cytotoxicity. 

Thus, while down regulation of HLA class 1 may affect the efficacy of this treatment it is 

improbable that it will negate all therapeutic benefit. Future studies to assess the effect of 

differing levels of HLA class 1 expression will be needed to fully elucidate the effect of HLA 

class 1 down regulation on treatment with H1299.2 targeted immunoliposomes. 

Treatment of vaccinated mice with H1299.3 targeted liposomes containing H250 

resulted in a significant reduction in LLC1 subcutaneous tumor growth compared to H1299.3 

targeted liposomes lacking H250. This is an aggressive cancer line indicating the strong 

potential of an efficacious therapy. Increased presence of CD8+ T cells in tumor section and 

ex vivo activation of CD8+ T cells using APCs from mice treated with H1299.3 targeted 

liposomes containing H250 implies that this treatment works by generating a cytotoxic T cell 

response against the LLC1 tumor cells in vivo and is consistent with the in vitro murine and 

human data presented. Other CM therapies that generate Th1-like responses and increase 

levels of CD8+ infiltrates have demonstrated efficacy in both animal and human 

trials.7,32,46,117 Thus, the therapy presented here potentially achieves similar beneficial 

immune activation in a safer and cost effective manner compared to current CM therapies.  

In conclusion, this study presents a novel cancer immunotherapy based on developing 

the minimal delivery platform to generate pseudo-infected cancer cells. We demonstrate 

proof of principle that a targeting liposome containing immunogenic peptide can facilitate 
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presentation in HLA class 1 molecules, and that this treatment may be efficacious as a novel 

cancer immunotherapy. It remains to be determined if the anti-cancer effect of this 

immunotherapy can be augmented with adjuvant chemotherapy.
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CHAPTER SIX 
Conclusions and Recommendations 

 
 

Subcellular Targeting Ligands: 

Our group and other recognize the importance of subcellular accumulation when 

utilizing targeting ligands.66 However, methods that identify these types of ligands are largely 

absent from the literature. Thus, providing simple methods based on existing protocols such 

as phage display are crucial to identify the next generation of targeting ligands. Prior to these 

types of methods, subcellular trafficking of targeting ligands was largely either ignored or 

relied on large post-hoc studies to identify the subcellular trafficking after the ligand was 

already identified as a punitive hit based on other properties such as selective internalization 

into a given subtype of cells.75,96,120,159 These empiric approaches, while at times effective, 

require large amount of resources and time to identify a targeting ligand with all the desired 

properties. The methods outlined in this proposal have the potential to substantially reduce 

the time and effort required to identify ligands by directly accounting for subcellular 

trafficking during initial identification of the targeting ligand. In addition the methods 

presented in this study are widely generalizable to different types of phage display 

applications such as antibodies or darpin libraries as well as different baits. While we utilized 

cancer cells as a model for these studies, these types of panning experiments could be 

performed using a variety of cell types or even whole tissue. In particular the secondary 

immunofluorescent protocol could be readily applied to whole tissue applications and 

identify hits that preferentially accumulate in the cells or ECM of tumors for example. Thus, 
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the methods presented in these studies have the potential to expand the number of targeting 

ligands available to the field by allowing ease of identification and characterization of the 

targeting ligand subcellular trafficking patterns during the initial phase of identifying a 

targeting ligand. 

One of the interesting problems related to this particular field is how to employ newly 

identified subcellular targeting ligands. In our hands, the more complex trafficking ligands 

also often exhibit lower binding affinity for the target cells (H1299.3 demonstrates ~ 5 fold 

reduction in internalization compared to H2009.1 at matched concentrations). This implies 

the ligands may not actually function well in a traditional direct drug conjugate fashion. 

Instead additional strategies might be required to locate the ligand to the tissue of interest. 

For example in the immunotherapy study presented in chapter 5, it is probable that the 

liposome mediates accumulation in the tumor via the EPR effect then once out of circulation 

H1299.3 mediates internalization and subsequent subcellular trafficking. While a 

nanoparticle is an obvious way to alter tissue distribution other methods such as coupling 

together a ligand with high affinity to a tissue specific ligand that is not internalized with a 

subcellular targeting ligand may allow for tissue accumulation as well as internalization and 

trafficking to the desired subcellular location. Thus affinity of the subcellular targeting ligand 

should be accounted for in the end application of each ligand to achieve the optimal delivery 

of a cargo into a subset of cells in a desired subcellular location. 

 

Use of Ligands in Drug Conjugates 
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This study is particularly focused on identifying targeting ligands for drug conjugate 

applications. This is simply because of the high and direct importance of subcellular 

trafficking plays in development of efficacious drug conjugates.12,56,83,89 By using targeting 

ligands identified via the methods presented in this study, drug conjugates could be rationally 

designed resulting in quicker generation of efficacious drug conjugates. This study is 

designed to augment the current work on linkers and drug optimization that have dominated 

the field of drug conjugates.8,78,83,139 Given the substantial number of liable, traceless linkers 

presented in the literature we believe that these methods will allow for the rational design of 

any number of conjugates based on the subcellular trafficking of the targeting ligand. For 

example, catB cleavable linkers can be used for targeting ligands to lysosomes where as furin 

linkers could be used with targeting peptides that accumulate in the Golgi. 

10,31,66,89,111,120,152,153,161 In addition the subcellular trafficking is defined at or near the time of 

targeting ligand identification thus allowing ligands to be rapidly moved from identification 

to efficacy testing without large empirical studies to identify the optimal combination of 

linker and drug to match with the ligand. Thus, the ligands identified in these studies as well 

as novel ligands identified via the methods outlined in this manuscript will directly impact 

the field of direct conjugates. 

One of the significant problems with the approach outlined in these studies is the 

inherent restriction of drug classes suitable for these types of ligands. Essentially ligands 

developed using the methods outlined in this study are suitable only for two classes of drugs. 

First, are drugs that have a mechanism of action in the same subcellular location as selected, 

for example, using geloinin with a Golgi accumulating ligands. Second, membrane 
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permeable drugs that once the linker is cleaved the drug can diffuse freely through the vesicle 

membrane and interact with molecular target to induce cytotoxicity. These limitations are 

primarily due to the lack of vesicle escape properties present in these peptides. The methods 

outlined in this study can offer precision targeting to an organelle but not necessarily release 

from said organelle into cytosol. This greatly affects the types of cargo that are suitable for 

ligands identified using these methods. Future methods that allow for live cell tracking of 

phage and peptide as outlined in the future directions section of chapter 3 may overcome this 

barrier in part because we can elucidate which organelles the ligand traffics through to 

achieve its final point of accumulation as well as offer insights as to how the ligand is 

removed from the cell. Selecting based on these additional parameters may expand the 

suitable applications for ligands selected using the methods outlined in this study. For 

example we currently hypothesize that the immunotherapy presented in chapter 5 functions 

by recycling of autophagic contents back into the cytosol to achieve HLA class 1 

presentation. Thus methods to better define trafficking patterns of targeting ligands in vitro 

and in vivo may greatly expand the applications for targeting ligands. 

 

Use of Ligands in Delivery Systems 

The targeting ligands identified in these studies are also applicable to targeting larger scale 

delivery systems. Previous work by our group and others demonstrate the ability of peptide 

targeting ligands to dictate subcellular accumulation patterns of nanoscale delivery 

vehicles.14,70,86,122,139 Thus, targeting peptides identified via the methods outlined in this study 

maybe directly applicable to wide range of vehicles. However, similar to discussion outlined 
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in the drug conjugate section, the targeting ligand still needs to be paired with the vehicle to 

achieve optimal function. For example the H1299.3 and H1993.1 peptide are known to 

accumulate in a low pH compartment and thus maybe directly useful in CaPO4 containing 

liposomes as low pH is desirable to induce precipitation of the CaPO4 complexes to enhance 

transfection of siRNA oligos and plasmid DNA in only a subset of cells.31,67,104,166 Further 

peptides that accumulate in low pH compartments may be directly useful to pH sensitive 

polymers that lose structure at low pH resulting in cargo delivery. Finally, low pH 

accumulating targeting ligands may be directly applicable to endosomal bursting peptides 

that require low pH to insert into a membrane and form pores, thereby allowing contents of 

the delivery vehicle access to the cytosol. Thus, knowledge of subcellular trafficking patterns 

of targeting ligands may be useful in designing certain types of delivery systems. In contrast, 

utilizing delivery vehicles containing, for example, an non-pH dependent endosomal bursting 

peptide would be relatively insensitive to subcellular trafficking patterns.38,72,103,133,158 For 

this type of delivery vehicle simply identifying peptides that internalize via a receptor-

mediated mechanism is potentially sufficient. Thus while certain delivery vehicles may 

benefit from conjugation of a targeting peptide with defined subcellular trafficking this 

benefit may not extend to all types of delivery vehicles to the same extent as subcellular 

trafficking effects drug conjugates.  

 

Immunotherapies based on subcellular localization 

The role of subcellular accumulation is still being appreciated in designing immunotherapies. 

Most current immunotherapies are designed around ex vivo expansion of a patient cells or 
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treatment with immunomodulating antibodies targeting surface ligands (PD-1 CTLA4 

etc).46,67,107 However, the strategy presented in this study based on subcellular trafficking of a 

targeting ligands to promote antigen in HLA class I molecules achieves similar results to 

current immunotherapies in a cost effective manner without ex vivo manipulation of patient 

material. 

The therapy presented in chapter 5 relies on liposomal trafficking into autophagic 

vesicles to facilitate presentation of antigen. This strategy appears efficacious and outlines a 

novel use of autophagy to facilitate antigen presentation. Interestingly previous studies 

demonstrate targeting antigen to the Golgi can also facilitate presentation.45,94,137,155,156 While 

these early subcellular studies utilized cholera and shiga toxin that lack the cell specificity 

necessary to translate them into efficacious therapies, they do demonstrate the value of 

subcellular trafficking of targeting ligands in facilitating HLA class I presentation. Further 

studies that identify addition ligands that facilitate HLA class I presentation will solidify the 

ability of utilizing ligands with defined subcellular trafficking patterns to control antigenicity 

and modulate immune responses as a novel form of adjuvant. 

The novel immunotherapy presented in this study may also be useful in conjunction 

with current standard of care immunotherapies. Particular it may synergize with 

immunomodulators and cytokine therapies that while currently successful have only 

approximately 30% response rate in a patient population. This barrier is currently overcome 

in the laboratory by combining these treatments with dendritic cell vaccines and CAR-T cell 

therapies that are extremely expensive and patient specific. Thus, it maybe possible to couple 

our liposomal therapy with existing, cost effective immunotherapies in order to achieve 
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higher response rates while maintaining costs at a rate that is affordable across the entire 

patient population. 

 

Conclusions: 

In conclusion, subcellular trafficking of targeting ligands has the potential to 

modulate the efficacy of a large number of pharmacological applications. In this study we 

identified two methods to identify ligands that preferentially internalize into cancer cells and 

accumulate in defined subcellular locations. In addition I demonstrate the efficacy of these 

protocols by identifying proof of principle targeting peptides that preferentially internalize 

into NSCLC cells lines and accumulate in lysosomes. We utilize these peptides both in 

traditional drug conjugate applications as well as a novel immunotherapy to demonstrate the 

utility of understanding subcellular trafficking patterns to generating efficacious therapies
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